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ABSTRACT

This thesis is an investigation into improved branch and bound algorithms for linear

and nonlinear mixed integer programming� Heuristics are developed for determining

when the solution to a subproblem will involve fractional variables� When this

situation is detected� the algorithm branches early� creating new subproblems with

the fractional variables �xed at integer values� In this way� we avoid the work of

solving the current subproblem to optimality�

Branch and bound codes for mixed integer linear programming problems have

traditionally used the simplex method to solve the linear programming subprob�

lems that arise� Early detection of fractional variables is di�cult with the simplex

method� because a variable might become basic 	and thus fractional
 at the last it�

eration of the simplex method� In contrast� with an interior point method� variables

converge steadily to their optimal values� This makes it relatively easy to detect

fractional variables�

To be useful in a branch and bound algorithm� an interior point method must

generate lower bounds� which are used to fathom subproblems� and primal solution

estimates� which the heuristics use to detect a fractional solution� Most interior point

methods satisfy these requirements� but we concentrate on the dual�a�ne method

and the primal�dual path following method� We describe experimental codes based

on both methods� Computational results are provided for a number of randomly

generated problems as well as for problems taken from the literature� These results

indicate that the early branching idea is very e�ective� but more work is needed

to make the experimental branch and bound codes competitive with simplex based

branch and bound codes�

The early branching idea is also used in a branch and bound code for mixed

integer nonlinear programs� This code uses the sequential quadratic programming

x



method to solve the NLP subproblems� The SQP method generates estimates of

the optimal solution at each iteration� which the early branching heuristics use�

Computational results are provided for a number of sample problems taken from

the literature� On some problems� the code with early branching uses ��� less CPU

time than the code without early branching�

xi



CHAPTER �

Introduction and Historical Review

Mixed integer programming problems are optimization problems in which some of

the decision variables are restricted to integer values while other decision variables

may be continuous� The integer variables typically encode choices from a small set

of options available to the decision maker� In many cases� these choices are binary

�yes or no� decisions� Such decisions can be encoded by integer variables which

are restricted to the values zero and one� The objective function and constraints

can be linear or nonlinear� and nonlinear objective functions and constraints may be

convex or nonconvex� We will restrict our attention to zero�one mixed integer linear

programs and zero�one mixed integer nonlinear programs with convex objective

functions and constraints�

Many optimization problems can be formulated as mixed integer linear pro�

grams with zero�one variables� including facility location problems� scheduling prob�

lems� set covering and partitioning problems� matching problems� and linear ordering

problems� Salkin and Mathur provide many examples of zero�one integer linear pro�

gramming models in their book ����� Some applications of zero�one mixed integer

nonlinear programs with convex constraints and objective functions include network

design ��� ���� chemical process synthesis ���� �� ���� product marketing ����� and

capital budgeting ���� ��� ����

There are a number of approaches to solving mixed integer linear programming

problems� including branch and bound algorithms� implicit enumeration algorithms�

cutting plane algorithms� Bender�s decomposition� and group theoretic approaches�

Of these methods� the most popular general purpose method is clearly branch and

bound� Many commercially available codes� including MPSX�MIP� OSL� Sciconic�

and Lindo implement branch and bound algorithms� The other approaches have

�



�

been somewhat successful in the research environment� but are much less widely

used in practice� Much less work has been done on algorithms for mixed inte�

ger nonlinear programs� Approaches to solving these problems include branch and

bound algorithms� generalized Bender�s decomposition� and algorithms based on

outer approximation�

��� The Branch and Bound Method

We will concentrate on branch and bound approaches to mixed integer linear

and nonlinear programs� We restrict our attention to branch and bound algorithms

for zero�one mixed integer programs� but the branch and bound method can also be

applied to problems with integer variables that are not restricted to the values zero

and one� The method was �rst described by Land and Doig in ���� ����� Dakin�

Beale and Small� Driebeck� Tomlin� and others improved the basic algorithm in a

number of ways ��� ��� ��� ��� ���� There are many survey articles and textbooks that

cover branch and bound algorithms for mixed integer linear programs� including ���

��� ��� ��� ���� Papers that discuss branch and bound algorithms for mixed integer

nonlinear programs include ��������

The branch and bound algorithm for zero�one mixed integer programming

works by enumerating possible combinations of the zero�one variables in a branch

and bound tree� Each node of the tree is a continuous optimization problem� based

on the original problem� but with some of the integer variables �xed at zero or one�

The remaining zero�one variables are allowed to take on any value in the range

between zero and one� The root of the tree is the original problem with all of the

integrality constraints relaxed�

At each iteration� the algorithm selects a leaf node from the tree and solves

the corresponding subproblem� There are four possible results� If the subproblem is

infeasible� then any further restriction of the subproblem would also be infeasible�





so we can ignore all descendents of the current subproblem� If the optimal value

of the current subproblem is larger than the objective value of a known integer

solution� then no restriction of the current subproblem will give a better integer

solution� and we can ignore all descendents of the current subproblem� This process

of deleting the current subproblem and all of its potential children from the tree is

called fathoming� If the optimal solution to the current subproblem satis�es all of

the integrality constraints and has a lower objective value than any known integer

solution� then we record the objective value of this integer solution� Finally� if none

of the above conditions are satis�ed� one of the zero�one variables is fractional at

optimality� We create two new subproblems� with the variable alternately �xed at

zero and one� The new subproblems are added to the branch and bound tree as the

children of the current subproblem� We then select the next subproblem to solve�

The algorithm stops when there are no more unfathomed subproblems in the branch

and bound tree�

Figure ��� shows the branch and bound tree for the following sample problem

min �x� � �x�

subject to �x� � �x� � �

�x� � �x� � �

x�� x� � f�� �g�

The algorithm begins by solving the LP relaxation of this problem� The op�

timal solution is x� � ���� x� � �� with optimal objective value z � �� Since x�

is fractional at optimality� the algorithm creates two new subproblems with x� � �

and x� � �� The algorithm next solves the subproblem with x� �xed at zero� The

solution to this subproblem is x� � �� x� � ���� with objective value z � � Again�

the algorithm creates two new subproblems� with x� �xed at zero and one� The

algorithm attempts to solve the subproblem with x� �xed at zero and discovers that

the subproblem is infeasible� It then solves the subproblem with x� �xed at �� This
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Figure ���� A branch and bound example�

subproblem has an integer optimal solution� with x� � �� x� � �� and optimal ob�

jective value z � �� The algorithm then solves the subproblem with x� �xed at one�

This subproblem has an optimal objective value of z � �� and since this is larger

than �� the subproblem can be fathomed by bound� Thus the optimal solution is

x� � �� x� � �� with objective value z � ��

A  owchart of the basic branch and bound algorithm is shown in Figure ����

Although most of the steps in this algorithm are quite simple� some of the steps

require additional explanation�

In step two� the algorithm picks the next subproblem� There are many options

here� but most branch and bound algorithms rely on two basic strategies� In depth

�rst search� the algorithm picks one of the most recently created subproblems� This

results in subproblems with a large number of �xed variables� and these subproblems
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are more likely to have an integer solution� A second strategy� aimed at improving

the lower bound on the optimal objective value as quickly as possible� is to pick the

subproblem that has the lowest estimated objective value� There are many methods

for estimating the optimal objective value of a subproblem� including the �penalties�

proposed by Driebeck and Tomlin ���� ��� and �pseudocosts� described in ����

In step three� any method for solving the continuous subproblems can be used�

For mixed integer linear programs the simplex method has been very e�ective� but

we will use interior point methods to solve the subproblems� For mixed integer

nonlinear programs� any method for solving convex nonlinear programming problems

can be used� Gupta and Ravindran used the Generalized Reduced Gradient 	GRG


method ����� Our experimental codes use the Sequential Quadratic Programming

	SQP
 method ���� ��

In step six� we may �nd more than one fractional variable� The algorithm

must decide which variable to branch on� One possibility is to pick the variable

which is closest to an integer value� By branching on this variable and then solving

the subproblem in which the variable has been rounded to the nearest integer value�

we increase the chances of �nding an integer solution� Another solution is to branch

on the most fractional variable� The resulting subproblems are likely to have sig�

ni�cantly larger optimal objective values than the parent subproblem� Pseudocosts

and penalties can also be used to select the branching variable�

Implicit enumeration techniques are often used within a branch and bound

algorithm to decrease the size of the branch and bound tree ����� In implicit enu�

meration� the algorithm uses logical relationships implied by the linear constraints

to �x variables at zero or one instead of explicitly enumerating combinations of the

zero�one variables in the branch and bound tree� For example� if we are given the

constraint x�� x� � ���� and x� has been �xed at one� then x� must be zero in any

integer feasible solution� Implicit enumeration techniques can also be used to derive



�

lower bounds for subproblems� These techniques are used in IBM�s Optimization

Subroutine Library 	OSL
 �����

Singhal� Marsten and Morin have developed a branch and bound code called

ZOOM� in which the branching variables are selected before solving any of the

subproblems ����� This �xed order branch and bound scheme will be discussed

further in Chapter ��

In practice iterative algorithms are used to solve the subproblems� If an iter�

ative algorithm computes lower bounds during the solution of a subproblem� these

lower bounds can sometimes be used to fathom a subproblem by bound without

solving the subproblem to optimality� For example� if the dual simplex method is

used to solve an LP subproblem� and a dual solution is obtained that has a higher

objective value than a known integer solution� then the current subproblem can be

fathomed by bound� This method is used by a number of existing branch and bound

codes �����

We will develop branch and bound algorithms that use heuristics to detect

zero�one variables which appear to be converging to fractional values� If the algo�

rithm detects such a fractional variable� then it can branch early� without solving

the current subproblem to optimality� A  owchart for the revised branch and bound

algorithm is shown in Figure ��� After each iteration of the algorithm to solve the

subproblem� we check to see if we can fathom the current subproblem by bound� or

if there is a zero�one variable that appears to be converging to a fractional value� In

the latter case� the algorithm branches without solving the subproblem to optimality�

If these heuristics err in declaring a variable fractional when it actually has an

integer value at optimality� then the algorithm will waste time on the additional sub�

problems that are created� However� the algorithm will eventually �nd an optimal

integer solution� since all possible integer solutions will still be enumerated�
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There are two other potential problems� The algorithm might branch early on

a subproblem which is actually infeasible� Any further restrictions of the subproblem

will also be infeasible� and the algorithm will eventually discover that each of these

subproblems is infeasible� The algorithm might also branch early when the optimal

value of the current subproblem is large enough to fathom the subproblem by bound�

Again� the algorithm would waste time by doing this� but it would ultimately fathom

all of the resulting subproblems�

In order to e�ectively apply the early branching idea� we need a method for

solving the subproblems which gives good estimates of the optimal values of the zero�

one variables� well before an optimal solution has been found� For linear problems�

the commonly used simplex method is not a good choice� since a zero�one variable

could become basic 	and thus fractional
 at the very last iteration of the simplex

algorithm� Fortunately� interior point methods do give good estimates of the optimal

solution relatively early in the solution process�

��� Interior Point Methods for Linear Programming

Recent interest in interior point methods dates back to ����� when Narendra

Karmarkar published a description of a new polynomial time algorithm for linear

programming ����� Karmarkar�s work was of great practical and theoretical im�

portance� Although Khachian had shown in ���� that the ellipsoid method can be

used to solve linear programming problems in polynomial time� the ellipsoid method

was not successful in practice� Karmarkar�s projective algorithm also had the de�

sirable property of polynomial running time� but more importantly� versions of the

algorithm were e�ective in practice�

Since the publication of Karmarkar�s paper� the �eld of interior point methods

for linear programming has grown quickly� A recent bibliography on interior point

methods lists nearly a thousand papers ���� There are a number of good survey



��

papers� including ��� ��� ��� ���� Computational studies that indicate interior point

methods can outperform the simplex method on various kinds of problems include

���� �� ��� ��� ����

We will use two interior point methods for linear programming� The �rst of

these is the a�ne rescaling method� which Dikin described originally in the �����s

���� ���� Unfortunately� the algorithm was not developed into a practical method for

solving linear programs at that time� This method was independently rediscovered

in the �����s as a variant of Karmarkar�s algorithm ��� �� ���� We use a dual version

of the a�ne rescaling method described in ���� ���� The second method that we

will use is the primal�dual path following method� This method is based on the

sequential unconstrained minimization technique of Fiacco and McCormick ����

We use a version of the algorithm developed by Lustig� Marsten� and Shanno in

���� �� ����

One reason that interior point methods had previously not been successful

was the lack of good software for solving the systems of linear equations that arise

in interior point methods� The matrices of these systems of equations often have

far more zero entries than nonzero entries� and software can take advantage of this

by saving only the nonzero entries in the matrix� E�cient codes for solving these

sparse systems were �rst developed in the late �����s� Our interior point codes make

use of routines for solving sparse systems of equations from the Yale Sparse Matrix

Package 	YSMP
 and IBM�s extended scienti�c subroutine library 	ESSL
 ���� ����

The books by George and Liu and Du�� Erisman� and Reid describe techniques for

solving sparse systems of equations ���� ���

Figure ��� shows the sequence of dual objective values generated by the dual�

a�ne method in solving a sample problem� Note that the lower bounds given

by these dual objective values are very good after only a few iterations� while ��

iterations are needed to solve the problem to optimality� Figure ��� shows the
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Figure ���� Lower bounds for a sample problem�

sequence of estimates of x� for the same problem� It�s clear after about �� iterations

that x� will have a fractional value at optimality� In this example� the dual�a�ne

method quickly produces useful lower bounds and estimates of the optimal values

of the zero�one variables� As we shall see in Chapters � and � these properties of

interior point methods are a very important factor in the performance of branch

and bound codes based on interior point methods�

Throughout the thesis� we make use of the following notation� Upper case

letters such as A are used to denote matrices� Aj refers to the jth column of the

matrix A� Lower case letters are used to represent vectors and scalars� We will use

DIAG	x
 to denote the diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are the elements

of the vector x� Frequently� we will associate a vector such as w with a diagonal

matrix such as W � DIAG	w
� We sometimes use bold face type to distinguish

vectors from scalars� We denote the jth element of a vector v by vj� Superscripts
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are used to denote the iteration count within algorithms� Thus xk would be used

for the primal solution at the kth iteration of an algorithm� We use jj x jj to denote

the ��norm of the vector x� We will also need the ��norm� denoted by jj x jj��

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows� In Chapter �� we describe

a branch and bound code for mixed integer linear programs that uses the dual�

a�ne method to solve its LP subproblems� Computational results for four sets of

sample problems are presented� In Chapter � we describe a branch and bound code

for mixed integer linear programming problems that uses the primal�dual interior

point method� Computational results for the four sets of sample problems from

Chapter � and from three new sets of sample problems are given� In Chapter �� we

describe a branch and bound code for convex mixed integer nonlinear programs and

present computational results from a number of sample problems� Our conclusions

are presented in Chapter ��



CHAPTER �

Using the Dual	A
ne Method in a Branch and Bound Code for Mixed

Integer Linear Programming Problems

In this chapter� we describe two experimental branch and bound codes that use

the dual�a�ne method to solve the LP subproblems� These codes use the early

branching idea in an attempt to improve performance�

The remainder of this chapter is divided into sections� In sections ��� and ����

we describe the interior point method that we use to solve the subproblems� We

develop procedures for warm starting the dual a�ne method and detecting fractional

variables in sections �� and ���� The branch and bound algorithm is described in

section ���� Two strategies for selecting subproblems to be solved are described in

section ���� In section ���� we describe a number of computational details that have

a�ected the performance of the experimental codes� In section ���� we describe four

sets of sample problems� Our computational results are presented in section ����

��� The Dual	A
ne Method

In this section� we present the dual�a�ne interior point method for solving

linear programs� The method presented here is described in ���� ����

We begin with a pair of primal and dual problems

min cTx

subject to Ax � b

x � �

	���


and

max bTy

subject to ATy � z � c

z � ��

	���


�



��

We will assume that the constraint matrix A has full row rank� Consequently� in

any feasible solution� y is determined by

y � 	AAT
��	Ac�Az


The dual�a�ne method begins with an initial dual feasible solution y�� z��

with z� � �� At each iteration� the algorithm rescales the problem so that z moves

to e� the vector of all ones� In this rescaled problem� the algorithm moves in a

direction that retains feasibility and improves the objective function� This direction

is obtained by projecting the gradient of the objective function onto the null space

of the constraints� The algorithm moves almost as far as possible in this direction

without losing nonnegativity of z� This process is repeated until a convergence

criterion is met�

At the kth iteration of the algorithm� we have a dual solution yk� zk� Let

Z � DIAG	zk
� Then let

!z � Z��z

!A � AZ��

and

!c � Z��c�

Now� the scaled problem is

max bTy

subject to !ATy � !z � !c

!z � ��

	��


Here !zk � e is the current solution� and

y � 	 !A !AT 
��	 !A!c� !A!z
�



��

We can rewrite the scaled problem as

max bT 	 !A !AT 
��	 !A!c� !A!z


subject to !AT 	 !A !AT 
��	 !A!c� !A!z
 � !z � !c

!z � ��

	���


We can ignore the constant term in the objective function and rewrite the equality

constraints to get

max �bT 	 !A !AT 
�� !A!z

subject to 	I � !AT 	 !A !AT 
�� !A
!z � 	I � !AT 	 !A !AT 
�� !A
!c

!z � ��

	���


Let

d!z � � !AT 	 !A !AT 
��b

This is the gradient of the objective function of the scaled problem� The direction

d!z is already in the null space of the constraints� since

	I � !AT 	 !A !AT 
�� !A
 !AT 	 !A !AT 
��b � ��

In the original unscaled problem� this direction is equivalent to

dz � �AT 	AZ��AT 
��b 	���


In order to retain dual feasibility� we must have dz � �ATdy� so

dy � 	AZ��AT 
��b 	���


Note that since bTdy � bT 	AZ��AT 
��b� bTdy is always positive� Thus the algorithm

shows monotonic improvement at each step�

To determine the maximum possible step length� we solve the one�variable LP

max �d

subject to zk � �ddz � ��
	���




��

We can now compute zk�� and yk�� using

zk�� � zk � �����ddz

and

yk�� � yk � �����ddy�

The factor of ���� ensures that z will remain strictly positive� In practice� it is better

to compute

yk�� � yk � �����ddy

and

zk�� � c�ATyk���

This helps to ensure that the new solution will be dual feasible�

To �nd primal solutions� we�ll solve the following least squares problem at each

iteration of the algorithm

min
Pn

i��	xizi

�

subject to Ax � b

Any solution to this problem satis�es the primal constraints Ax � b� If we assume

nondegeneracy� when z is dual optimal� the complementary slackness conditions

ensure that we will �nd exactly one solution to the least squares problem with

Pn
i��	xizi


� � �� This will be an optimal primal solution� Unfortunately� when z is

not optimal� the solution to this least squares problem may have elements that are

less than zero� Thus the solutions to this least square problem will not always be

primal feasible�

Let

xk�� � �Z��dz



��

We claim that xk�� solves the least squares problem� To see this� �rst multiply

A by xk���

Axk�� � AZ��ATdy

� AZ��AT 	AZ��AT 
��b

� b

Next� compute the gradient of the objective function of the least squares problem�

and project it onto the null space of the constraints� The gradient is �Z�x� The

projection onto the null space of the constraints is

p � 	I �AT 	AAT 
��A
�Z�xk��

� ��	I �AT 	AAT 
��A
dz

� �	I �AT 	AAT
��A
ATdy

� �

Since the projection of the gradient is zero� xk�� � �Z��dz is the optimal solution

to the least squares problem�

An alternative procedure for �nding primal solutions is described in ��� ����

It has the advantage of generating truly feasible primal solutions� However� this

method requires additional computations that increase the computational work per

iteration� Furthermore� we sometimes found that the one�variable LP that occurs in

this method was unsolvable because of numerical di�culties� So we have continued

to use the simpler procedure for �nding primal solutions� In practice� we have had no

trouble �nding good primal solutions using the technique described in this section�

There have been several proofs of convergence for primal and dual versions

of the a�ne scaling algorithm ��� ��� �� ��� ��� ��� ���� Unfortunately� all of these

proofs are based on assumptions of nondegeneracy or restricted step lengths� For

example� the most recent paper by Tsuchiya and Muramatsu ���� shows that the

algorithm converges when the step length is limited to �� of the distance to the

boundary of the feasible region� This paper also shows that the optimal primal and
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dual solutions will be points in the interior of the optimal faces� This ensures that

the optimal solution will have strict complementarity� The consequences of this will

be discussed in section ���� Although our algorithm does not use a limited step

length� the algorithm does converge in practice�

��� The Dual	A
ne Method for Problems with Upper Bounds

The dual�a�ne method of the previous section has been extended to problems

with upper bounds on the primal variables by Marsten� Saltzman� Shanno� Pierce�

and Ballintijn ����� In this section we derive the dual�a�ne method for problems

with bounded primal variables and discuss ways of obtaining primal solutions�

We consider problems of the form

	P 
 min cTx

subject to Ax � b

x � �

x � u�

Again� A is an m by n matrix� c is an n by � vector� and b is a m by � vector�

For simplicity� we require that all the variables have explicit upper bounds� This

restriction will be relaxed in Chapter �

The LP dual of this problem is

	D
 max bTy � uTw

subject to ATy � w � z � c

w� z � ��

We will reformulate these problems so that they �t into the framework of the

previous section� Let

"b �

�
��

b

�u

�
�� � "c �

�
��
c

�

�
�� � "x �

�
��
x

s

�
�� � "y �

�
��

y

wslack

�
�� � "z �

�
��
z

w

�
��



��

and

"A �

�
��

A �

�I �I

�
��

Our problems 	P
 and 	D
 are clearly equivalent to

	 "P 
 min "cT "x

subject to "A"x � "b

"x � �

and the dual problem

	 "D
 max "bT "y

subject to "AT "y � "z � "c

"z � ��

Note that the equality constraints in 	 "D
 imply that w � wslack�

We can now apply the method of the previous section to problems 	 "P 
 and

	 "D
� The equation d"y � 	 "A "Z�� "A
��"b can be written as

�
B	

AZ��AT �AZ��

�Z��AT Z�� �W��



CA

�
��
dy

dw

�
�� �

�
��

b

�u

�
�� 	���


Solving the above system of equations� we obtain

dw � 	Z�� �W��
��	Z��ATdy � u
�

Substituting into the equations� we get

AZ��ATdy � b�AZ��	Z�� �W��
��	Z��ATdy � u
�

So

A	Z�� � Z��	Z�� �W��
��Z��
ATdy � b�AZ��	Z�� �W��
��u�



��

At this point� we need two easy identities

Z��	Z�� �W��
�� � W �	Z� �W �
��

and

Z�� � Z��	Z�� �W��
��Z�� � 	Z� �W �
���

Let

D� � 	Z� �W �
���

Then the equations for dy and dw become

dy � 	AD�AT 
��	b�AW �D�u


and

dw � W �D�ATdy � Z�W �D�u�

Finally� we must haveATdy�dw�dz � � to maintain dual feasibility� so we compute

dz � dw �ATdy�

Primal solutions can be obtained by

"x � � "Z��d"z

In terms of x and s� this is

x � �Z��dz

and

s � �W��dw�

However� since we want to ensure that x� s � u� it is simpler to compute

s � u� x�



��

The dual�a�ne method for problems with upper bounds on the primal vari�

ables is summarized in the following algorithm�

Algorithm �

Given an initial dual feasible solution w� y� z� with w� z � �� repeat the following

iteration until some convergence criterion has been met�

�� Let W � DIAG	w
 and Z � DIAG	z
�

�� D� � 	Z� �W �
��

�� dy � 	AD�AT 
��	b�AW �D�u


�� dw � W �D�ATdy � Z�W �D�u

�� dz � dw �ATdy

	� x � �Z��dz


� Find the maximum step size �d that ensures z�w � �� If the step size is

unbounded� the primal problem is infeasible and the dual is unbounded�

�� y � y � ����d dy

�� w � w � ����d dw

�� z � c�ATy � w

��� Starting and Stopping the Dual	A
ne Method

Because the primal problem has explicit upper bounds on all of its variables�

we can use the following formula� taken from ����� to generate an initial dual solution

with w� z � �� Let

y �
kck

kATbk
b 	����


If cj �AT
j y � � then let

wj � �� zj � cj �AT
j y � � 	����




��

Otherwise� let

zj � �� wj � AT
j y � cj � � 	����


where � is some positive constant� The experimental codes use � � �� jj c jj� �n�

Each time we start work on a new subproblem in the branch and bound al�

gorithm� we will need an initial dual feasible solution� Since a child subproblem

is derived from its parent subproblem by �xing a primal variable at zero or one�

the last dual solution of the parent subproblem will automatically be feasible for

the child subproblem� However� some elements of z and w in this solution may be

very small� The dual�a�ne method performs poorly when it is started from a point

close to one of the boundaries of the feasible set� For this reason� we �center� the

dual solution� By simultaneously increasing wi and zi by equal amounts� the dual

solution is moved away from the boundary of the set of dual solutions so that the

dual�a�ne method can proceed without di�culty� In our experimental codes� we

add � �jj c jj� �	��n
 to each element of w and z that is smaller than � before

starting work on a new subproblem� The choice of � has consequences that will be

discussed further in sections ��� and ����

In step seven� the dual problem is considered unbounded if dz and dw are

both nonnegative� In practice this seldom happens� Instead� because of numerical

di�culties in the calculation of dz and dw� some elements of dz and dw that should

be positive but near zero are really slightly negative� When this happens� the

algorithm generates a sequence of dual solutions with steadily increasing objective

values� Thus we stop the algorithm and declare the problem primal infeasible if no

optimal solution has been found after �� iterations�

Since the x iterates are not necessarily primal feasible� they do not provide

upper bounds on the optimal objective value� Thus we cannot use the duality gap



�

to detect convergence� In our dual�a�ne code� we use the convergence criterion

jvn�� � vnj

max	�� jvnj

� 	 	���


where vn is the dual objective value at the nth iteration� Our experimental codes

use the value 	 � ����� This has worked well in practice� although it provides no

absolute guarantee that the current dual solution is near optimal�

Because the dual constraints involve �w � z� it is possible to simultaneously

adjust wi and zi without losing dual feasibility� By simultaneously decreasing wi

and zi� we decrease uTw and thus improve the dual objective value� Of course� this

process is limited by the constraints w � � and z � �� This method is used in

the experimental codes to generate a good lower bound after each iteration of the

dual�a�ne algorithm� The lower bound is given by

lb � max	lb� bTy � uT 	w � !w

 	����


where !wi � min	wi� zi
�

��� Detecting Fractional Variables

To branch early� we need a heuristic for detecting zero�one variables which

will be fractional at optimality� This heuristic does not need to be ���� accurate�

but it should be able to �nd most fractional variables early in the process of solving

an LP subproblem�

Our heuristic is based on the complementary slackness conditions� If x� and

y�� w�� z� are optimal primal and dual solutions� and x�i is strictly between its upper

and lower bounds� then w�
i � z�i � �� Our heuristic simply looks for zero�one

variables with wi � 	 and zi � 	� where 	 is a small positive constant� The choice of

	 is highly dependent on the scaling of the dual problem 	D
� We must choose an 	

which is smaller than any likely nonzero value of w�
i or z

�
i � Our experimental codes

use 	 �jj c jj� �	��n
� This is typically small compared to the nonzero elements of
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z� and w�� It is also slightly smaller then the centering parameter �� so we can be

sure that zi and wi will start o� with values above the cuto� for declaring a variable

fractional�

We assume that the optimal solution will have strict complementarity� so that

we will not have x�i � z�i � w�
i � �� This is a consequence of Tsuchiya�s work

on global convergence of the a�ne scaling algorithm with restricted step length�

Tsuchiya�s work does not apply to our algorithm� because we take long steps� How�

ever� we have not encountered any problems with this assumption in practice�

If there are several fractional variables at optimality� the heuristic is unlikely

to detect all of them during the same iteration of the dual�a�ne method� In order

to detect as many fractional variables as possible� we wait until

jvn�� � vnj

max	�� jvnj

� ����

before searching for any fractional variables� This also increases the chance that we

will fathom the current subproblem by lower bound instead of branching to create

two new subproblems�

In the two experimental codes� a solution is declared integer and optimal when

successive values of the dual objective di�er by less than one part in ���������� all

primal variables are within one part in ��������� of their upper and lower bounds�

and the zero�one variables are within ������ of zero or one� On the other hand�

if successive values of the dual objective di�er by less than ��� xi is a zero�one

variable� wi and zi are less than 	� and xi is between ������ and ������� then xi is

considered fractional and the code will branch early�

��� The Branch and Bound Algorithm

A  owchart of our branch and bound algorithm is shown in �gure ���� This

algorithm is similar to the branch and bound algorithm described in the introduc�

tion�
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There are three important variables in the  owchart� The variable lb holds

the best known lower bound on the objective value of the current subproblem� This

bound comes from 	����
� The variable ub holds the objective value of the best

known integer solution� This is used in step four to fathom the current subproblem

if lb 	a lower bound for the current subproblem
 is larger than ub� The upper bound

ub is updated in step nine� each time a new integer solution is found� The variable

obj holds the optimal objective value of the current subproblem� This is used in

step nine to update ub�

In step one� we initialize the branch and bound tree by creating a single node

corresponding to the LP relaxation of the problem� At the same time� we �nd an

initial dual feasible solution using the procedure of section �� and set ub to ���

In step two� a variety of strategies can be used to pick the next subproblem

from the branch and bound tree� The two methods that we have implemented in

our experimental code are described in section ���� When we have solved every

subproblem in the branch and bound tree� the branch and bound procedure is

�nished and we can output the solution in step ten�

In step three� we perform a dual�a�ne step� as described in section ���� In

order to do this� we need a dual feasible solution� The initial dual feasible solution

for the �rst subproblem was calculated in step one� Each time we start work on a

new subproblem� we can get a dual feasible solution from the parent subproblem�

This solution is then centered as described in section ��� After the dual�a�ne step�

we compute a new lower bound on the objective value of the current subproblem�

In steps four� six� and eight� we check for any of the conditions under which

we will stop work on the current subproblem� If the lower bound lb is larger than

ub� then we can delete the current subproblem and ignore all of its children in step

�ve� In step six� we check for zero�one variables that appear to be fractional at

optimality� If we detect a fractional variable� then we can branch to create two new
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subproblems in step seven� In step eight� if we are at optimality and the current

solution is integral� then we go on to step nine and compute a new upper bound�

The heuristics for detecting a fractional solution may err in declaring a variable

fractional when it actually has an integer value at optimality or in declaring a

variable fractional when the subproblem is actually infeasible� In either case� the

algorithm will create two new subproblems instead of immediately fathoming the

current subproblem or �nding an integer solution� As noted in Chapter �� the

algorithm will eventually recover from either of these mistakes�

��� Branching Strategies

Two versions of this basic algorithm were coded� These two experimental

codes di�er in the manner in which they choose branching variables and the next

subproblem to work on�

The �rst version of the code uses a depth �rst search strategy to choose sub�

problems until an integer solution has been found� During this early phase of the

algorithm� the code branches on the least fractional variable� �rst rounding to the

nearest integer value� The goal of this phase of the algorithm is to �nd an integer

solution� The resulting upper bound can then be used to fathom subproblems�

Once an integer solution has been found� the algorithm enters a second phase

in which it branches on the most fractional variable� The goal in this phase of the

algorithm is to prune the branch and bound tree as quickly as possible� During this

second phase of the algorithm� the code branches on the most fractional variable�

In this phase� the code picks the remaining subproblem with the lowest estimated

objective value� These estimates are based on pseudocosts� similar to those described

in ���� ���� Pseudocosts are heuristic estimates of the lower bound for a subproblem

based on previous experience�
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Each time a subproblem is solved to optimality� we record the di�erence in

optimal objective values between the subproblem and its parent� A pseudocost is

calculated for each integer variable by averaging the increase in objective value that

occurs when that variable is �xed at zero or one� These pseudocosts are then added

to the optimal objective value of a parent subproblem to get the estimated optimal

values of its children� The estimated optimal values are used in choosing the next

subproblem in step two of the branch and bound algorithm� As the branch and

bound tree grows� the pseudocosts should become better estimates�

The second version of the experimental code uses a �xed order branch and

bound strategy� In this strategy� used by the ZOOM system ����� the branching order

is determined before solving any subproblems� As a consequence� all subproblems

at the same level of the tree have the same �xed variables� Since �xing a primal

variable corresponds to deleting a dual constraint� all subproblems at the same level

in the tree have the same dual feasible sets�

After every �fth dual�a�ne iteration we use the current dual solution to eval�

uate the dual objective for each subproblem that is at the same level as the current

subproblem� Sometimes a dual solution for the current subproblem is also a good

dual solution for another subproblem with the same �xed variables� If the solution

is good enough� it may even eliminate the other subproblem from consideration�

This is called an �indirect hit� by the developers of the ZOOM system�

The �xed order branch and bound version of the code uses a depth �rst search

strategy until it has found an integer solution� From then on� it picks the subproblem

with the smallest lower bound� This lower bound is obtained by simply evaluating

the dual objective function with the parent subproblem�s optimal solution� If xj is

�xed at zero� then this is simply bTy � uTw� If xj is �xed at one� then the lower

bound is 	b�Aj
Ty� uTw� The �xed order branch and bound code does not make

use of pseudocosts�
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The �xed order branch and bound version of the program uses two level branch�

ing instead of single level branching� That is� instead of branching on one variable

to create two subproblems� it branches on two variables to create four subproblems�

This corresponds to the case K � � and L � � in ����� In our experimental code�

the branching order is based on the absolute values of the cost coe�cients of the

integer variables� Those variables with the largest cost coe�cients come �rst in the

branching order�

��� Computational Details

The algorithm maintains one large data structure� the tree of subproblems�

Each leaf node in the tree is a record containing a list of variables that have been

�xed at zero or one and the best known dual solution for that subproblem� This

dual solution consists of m � n numbers� 	We store only y and w� The values of

z can be easily calculated�
 In contrast� a simplex based branch and bound code

would normally save only a list of the variables that had been �xed at zero or one

and a list of the variables in the current basis� Thus our codes use somewhat more

storage than a simplex based code�

A simplex based code must refactor the basis each time it switches to a new

subproblem� As we shall see later this is quite costly� The simplex based code could

avoid this work by storing a factored basis for each subproblem� However� a factored

basis requires O	m�
 data storage� which is potentially far more expensive than the

O	m� n
 storage required by the experimental codes�

The current versions of the codes handle up to ����� primal variables and �����

constraints� so each record takes up over ������ bytes of storage� Thus the entire

tree can require many megabytes of storage�

The most di�cult part of the computation is calculating dy in the dual�a�ne

step� As long as the constraint matrix A is sparse and has no dense columns� the
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matrixAD�AT should also be sparse� The experimental codes take advantage of this

sparsity by saving the matrix in sparse form and making use of routines from the Yale

Sparse Matrix Package ���� to factorize the matrix� After reading in the problem� the

structure of AD�AT is calculated and the matrix is reordered by the minimumdegree

ordering routine of YSMP� The reordered matrix is then symbolically factorized�

During each iteration of the algorithm� information gathered during the symbolic

factorization is used in the numerical factorization of the matrix� The resulting

Cholesky factors are then used in the computation of dy�

If the matrixA has dense columns� which would completely �ll inAD�AT � they

are handled separately with an update procedure based on the Sherman�Morrison�

Woodbury formula� This formula is derived in ���� Its application in an interior

point method is described in ����� Since none of our sample problems have any dense

columns� this procedure has not been exercised�

Execution time pro�ling shows that much of the CPU time used by the two

experimental codes is spent on factoring AD�AT and solving the resulting triangu�

lar systems of equations� Most of the remaining CPU time is spent on multiplying

AD�AT and computing dw� dz� and x� For problems with more complicated struc�

ture� solving for dy should take a larger share of the CPU time� The most likely

source of performance improvements would be better sparse matrix routines�

Note that the matrixAmust have full row rank so that AD�AT can be factored�

even after variables have been removed from the problem� This could become a

problem if too many variables were �xed at zero or one� The di�culty could be

resolved by removing rows from the matrix A as they become redundant� However�

the experimental codes have no provision for removing such redundant rows�

One solution to this problem has been proposed in ����� Whenever a zero pivot

is detected during the factorization of AD�AT � the zero element is altered so as to

give the matrix full rank� while setting the free variable to an arbitrary small value�
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We have implemented this solution in our dual�a�ne code� but this has not been

extensively tested� since none of our sample problems requires it�

There is a fundamental numerical problem in the dual�a�ne scheme� in that

the matrix AD�AT becomes badly scaled as the solution approaches optimality� In

particular� if xi is a zero�one variable which is fractional at optimality� then zi and

wi must go to zero to satisfy complementary slackness� Thus D�
i�i can become very

large� Meanwhile� if xj is at either its upper or lower bound� then w�
j � z�j remains

relatively large� and D�
i�i will remain small� When this happens� D� has some large

elements and some small elements� This causes AD�AT to be badly scaled� This

becomes very troublesome if we do not center the dual solution at the start of each

subproblem� since if wi or zi is small when we start work on a subproblem it can be

driven down to a very small value during the solution of the subproblem� In some

computational runs without centering� we obtained values of wi and zi as small as

���� ������

To deal with this problem� we modi�ed the dual�a�ne algorithm slightly�

At each iteration� we compute the square root of the sum of the squares of the

elements of D�� For each element in D� that is smaller than ��� � ����	 times

this norm� we �x the element at zero� This removes the tiny elements of D�� and

�xes the ill�conditioning of the matrix AD�AT � As a consequence� dwi is zero� and

dzi � �	ATdy
i� Because of the way dw and dz are calculated� this does not result in

a loss of dual feasibility� In terms of the primal solution� D�
i�i is very small only when

xi is at its upper or lower bound� Thus our procedure corresponds to �xing primal

variables at their upper or lower bounds for an iteration when the complementary

slackness conditions show that the variables must be non�basic�
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If a subproblem is primal degenerate� then it may happen that D� will have

fewer than m large entries as we approach optimality� In this case� AD�AT will

become numerically singular� This problem can be handled by our modi�ed version

of YSMP� which arbitrarily restores full rank to the matrix�

As we noted earlier� there is also a numerical problem in detecting subproblems

that are infeasible� When the algorithm works on an infeasible subproblem� it will

generate a sequence of dual solutions whose objective values grow without bound�

but it is unlikely that the unboundedness of the dual problem will be detected�

The experimental codes deal with this di�culty in two ways� First� once a feasible

integer solution has been found� infeasible subproblems will be fathomed by bound

after only a few iterations� Second� if more than �� iterations are needed to solve

a subproblem� that subproblem is abandoned as being primal infeasible and dual

unbounded�

Several changes were made to the basic algorithm to improve its performance�

Primal solutions are not calculated in the dual�a�ne step unless the dual solution

is close to optimality� In step ten of the dual�a�ne method� we use the formula

z � c�ATy � w

only on every �fth iteration� and we use the simpler formula

z � z � ����d dz

for all other iterations� The �rst formula ensures that the new dual solution satis�es

the constraints ATy � w � z � c� but it takes more e�ort to compute than the

second formula� In this way� small violations of dual feasibility caused by the simpler

formula are corrected before they can become large�





�� Sample Problems

We developed four sets of sample problems for computational testing� Each

sample problem is a capacitated facility location problem with m facilities and n

customer locations� Some of our problems are randomly generated� while others are

taken from the literature� The capacitated facility location problem can be written

as

min
mX
i��

fixi �
mX
i��

nX
j��

cijyij

subject to
Pn

j�� yij � Capixi for i � �� ����m

Pm
i�� yij � dj for j � �� ���� n

xi � f�� �g for all i

yij � dj for all i�j

yij � � for all i�j

Here xi is � if facility i is closed and � if facility i is open� yij is the  ow

from facility i to customer j� Capi is the capacity of facility i� fi is the �xed cost of

opening facility i� cij is the cost of shipping from facility i to customer j� and dj is

the customer j�s total demand�

In the randomly generated test problems� fi is uniformly distributed between

�� and ���� dj is uniformly distributed between � and ��� and cij is uniformly

distributed between � and �� The Capi are given by ri
Pn

j�� dj�m� where ri is

uniformly distributed between � and ��

The �rst three sets of problems are randomly generated problems� Of the

randomly generated problems� the problems in problem set one have �� facilities and

��� customers� the problems in problem set two have �� facilities and ��� customers�

and the problems in problem set three have �� facilities and ��� customers�

The fourth set of problems are a standard set of capacitated facility location

problems taken from the literature� These problems were originally developed as
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Problem Set rows columns ��� variables density
A AD�AT L

� ��� ���� �� ����� ����� �����
� ��� ���� �� ����� ���� �����
 ��� ���� �� ����� ����� �����
� �� �� �� ����� ����� �����

Table ���� Sample problem statistics�

uncapacitated problems by Kuehn and Hamburger in ����� They used a table of

railroad distances between �fty cities and the populations of the cities to generate

uncapacitated facility location problems with up to �� warehouses and �� customers�

Later� the same data was used by Akinc and Khumawala to generate capacitated

problems in ����

Our fourth set of problems is the problem set IV in the paper by Akinc and

Khumawala� The problems are available through the OR�Library ���� These prob�

lems have �� potential warehouse locations� and �� customer locations� The capacity

of each warehouse is ������ while the total demand is ������� Thus the capacity con�

straints are fairly tight� The cost of opening a warehouse is #����� in problem one�

#������ in problem two� #������ in problem three� and #������ in problem four�

These costs are quite small compared to the total shipping costs at optimality�

Table ��� gives statistics on the size and density of the problems in these four

problem sets� Under density� we give the density of the original constraint matrix

A� the density of AD�AT � and the density of the Cholesky factor L� Note that in

problem sets one� two� and three there is only a small increase in density during

the factorization of AD�AT � In problem set four� the increase in density is more

signi�cant�
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��� Computational Results

In this section we describe our computational results� In addition to seeing

how fast our experimental codes are� there are a number of other questions about the

performance of the experimental codes that we would like to answer� How e�ective

are the early branching heuristics$ How e�ective is our procedure for warm�starting

the dual�a�ne method$ How much storage is used by the experimental codes$ In

order to test the e�ectiveness of our experimental codes� we ran the experimental

codes and a program using IBM�s Optimization Subroutine Library subroutines

���� ��� on the four sets of problems described in the previous section�

All computations were performed on an IBM �������S under the AIX���

operating system� Computations were done in double precision� The experimen�

tal codes were written in Fortran and compiled with the FORTRANVS version �

compiler and VAST� preprocessor ���� ���� Full optimization and vectorization was

speci�ed with the  ags VEC and OPT	
� Times were measured with the CPUTIME

subroutine of the Fortran run�time library� Measured CPU time does vary by as

much as ��� depending on system load and other random factors� These CPU times

exclude the time required to read in the problems and to output solutions�

For the OSL runs� the EKKMSLV routine from release � of OSL was used�

Default settings were used for the OSL code� The optimal objective function val�

ues and solutions from OSL were given to seven signi�cant digits� Results for the

experimental codes are also given to seven digits� although these codes were only

designed to give answers good to about six signi�cant digits�

For each set of problems� we �rst solved the LP relaxation of the problems

using the OSL routine EKKSSLV and using the dual�a�ne method� These results

are presented in Appendix A� We then solved the mixed integer linear programming

problems with the two experimental codes and with the OSL code� For both the

OSL and experimental runs we give the CPU time� number of iterations� number
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of subproblems solved� and the optimal objective value� Detail results are shown in

Tables ��� through ����

In all cases� the experimental codes produced the same integer solutions as

the OSL routines� The optimal objective values generally matched to at least six

signi�cant digits� and often matched to seven digits� Additional accuracy could be

achieved at the cost of slightly more iterations� 	Recall that only the subproblems

that result in integer solutions need to be solved to optimality�


Figure ��� shows the number of subproblems solved by the two experimental

codes� relative to the number of subproblems solved by OSL� The experimental

�xed order branch and bound code typically solved slightly fewer subproblems than

OSL� while the experimental branch and bound code without �xed order branching

typically solved more subproblems than OSL� The good results for the �xed order

branch and bound code re ect the large number of subproblems that this code was

able to fathom without actually solving� The experimental codes appear to have

been e�ective in choosing branching variables and subproblems so as to minimize

the size of the branch and bound tree�

Figure �� shows the CPU time used by the two experimental codes to solve the

four sets of problems� relative to the CPU time used by OSL� The �xed order branch

and bound code is consistently faster than OSL on the �rst three sets of problems�

while the experimental code without �xed order branching is faster than OSL on

problem sets one and three� The relatively poor performance of the experimental

branch and bound code on problem set two can be explained by the large number

of subproblems that were solved� The poor performance of the experimental codes

on problem set four can largely be explained by the di�culty that the dual�a�ne

code had in solving the LP relaxations of these problems� The data in Appendix A

show that OSL�s simplex method was about three times faster than the dual�a�ne

method in solving the LP relaxations of these problems�
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Figure ���� Subproblems solved relative to OSL�

One interesting aspect of the performance of OSL on these problems is that

OSL slows down in terms of the number of iterations per second in the branch and

bound algorithm� For example� OSL performs over ��� iterations per second in

solving the LP relaxations of the problems in problem set one� but it performs fewer

than ��� iterations per second in solving the mixed integer programs� A possible

explanation for this is the need to refactorize the basis each time OSL begins work

on a new subproblem� Another possible explanation is the time used in attempts to

simplify the problem by implicit enumeration�

Another important measure of the performance of the experimental codes is

the amount of storage required to hold the branch and bound tree� The experimental

codes were compiled so that up to ��� megabytes of storage was available for the

branch and bound tree� However� only about �� megabytes were actually required
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Figure ���� CPU time� relative to OSL�

by the largest problem� For the �xed order branch and bound solution of the �rst

problem in set two� the branch and bound tree had �� leaf nodes at its largest

size� Since each leaf node required about ������ bytes of storage� the entire tree

required about �� megabytes of storage� The experimental branch and bound code

needed a maximum of only � megabytes of storage� This happened on problem one

of problem set one� where the branch and bound code required a maximum of ��

leaf nodes� In contrast� the OSL code used about � megabytes of storage� in direct

access �les� on most of the problems� Since the experimental branch and bound code

without �xed order branching was much more e�cient in terms of storage than the

�xed order code� we have concentrated on the version of the code without �xed

order branching in the remainder of this section�
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To test the e�ectiveness of the early branching heuristics and our warm�start

procedure� we developed two more versions of the experimental code� The �rst of

these codes solves each subproblem to optimality instead of branching early� With

this code we can determine if the early branching heuristics are causing the code

to solve extra subproblems� The second version of the code uses the procedure

of section �� to �nd a new dual solution for each subproblem instead of using

the warm�start procedure� With this code� we can determine the e�ectiveness of

the warm start procedure� Since the procedure for �nding an initial dual solution

generates solutions with large w and z values� we modi�ed the code to search for

fractional variables only after successive dual objective values are within ����� of

each other� This gives the code time to drive the dual variables down to small
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values so that fractional variables can be detected� Results for these new codes are

presented in Tables ���� through �����

Figure ��� shows the number of subproblems solved by the experimental branch

and bound codes in problem sets one through four� relative to the number of sub�

problems solved by OSL� All three codes generally solved slightly more subproblems

than OSL� The experimental code with early branching solved slightly more subprob�

lems than the other two codes on most of the problem sets� However� on problem

set two� the experimental code with early branching was signi�cantly worse than

the other two experimental codes� It appears that the early branching heuristics

were performing poorly on problem set two�

Figure ��� shows the average number of iterations per subproblem for the

experimental branch and bound codes on the four problem sets� The experimental

code with early branching and the warm�start procedure used fewer iterations per

subproblem than the other two codes� Of the experimental codes� the code without

the warm�start procedure had the worst performance� These results show that the

early branching heuristics and the warm�start procedure are e�ective in reducing

the number of iterations per subproblem�

Figure ��� shows the CPU time used by the three experimental codes� relative

to the CPU time used by OSL� Since the three versions of the experimental code

solved roughly the same number of subproblems for each problem set� it is reasonable

to expect that the number of iterations per subproblem will have the largest e�ect

on the CPU times� The experimental code with early branching is consistently faster

than the other experimental codes� even in cases where it solved more subproblems�

This shows that the decreased number of iterations per subproblem is very worth

while when compared to the slightly larger number of subproblems solved�
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Problem CPU Time Iterations Subproblems Objective
� ���� ��� ��� ��������
� ���� ��� ��� ��������
 ����� ���� �� ��������
� ��� ���� �� ��������
� ���� ���� �� ��������

Table ���� OSL results for problem set one�

Problem CPU Time Iterations Subproblems Objective
� ���� ��� ��� ��������
� ���� ��� �� ��������
 ��� ���� ��� �������
� ��� ��� �� ��������
� ��� ��� ��� �������

Table ���� Branch and bound results for problem set one�

Problem CPU Time Iterations Subproblems Objective
� ���� ��� ��� �������
� ���� ��� ��� ��������
 ���� � ��� �������
� ��� ��� �� ��������
� ���� ��� �� �������

Table ���� Fixed order branch and bound results for problem set one�
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Problem CPU Time Iterations Subproblems Objective
� ����� ����� ��� ��������
� ���� ����� � �������
 ���� ����� ��� ��������
� ���� ���� �� ��������
� ���� ����� ��� ��������

Table ���� OSL results for problem set two�

Problem CPU Time Iterations Subproblems Objective
� ����� ���� �� ��������
� ����� ���� �� �������
 ����� ���� �� ��������
� ���� ��� �� ��������
� ����� �� ��� ��������

Table ���� Branch and bound results for problem set two�

Problem CPU Time Iterations Subproblems Objective
� ����� �� ��� ��������
� ����� ��� ��� �������
 ����� ��� ��� ��������
� ���� ���� �� ��������
� ��� ���� � ��������

Table ���� Fixed order branch and bound results for problem set two�
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Problem CPU Time Iterations Subproblems Objective
� ����� ����� �� ��������
� ��� ���� �� �������
 ���� ����� �� ��������
� ���� ���� ��� ��������
� ����� ����� �� ������

Table ��� OSL results for problem set three�

Problem CPU Time Iterations Subproblems Objective
� ����� ���� ��� ��������
� ���� � �� ������
 ���� ��� ��� ��������
� ���� ���� ��� �������
� � ���� � ������

Table ���� Branch and bound results for problem set three�

Problem CPU Time Iterations Subproblems Objective
� ���� ���� ��� ��������
� ���� ��� �� ������
 ����� ��� ��� ��������
� ���� ��� ��� ��������
� ���� ��� �� ������

Table ����� Fixed order branch and bound results for problem set three�
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Problem CPU Time Iterations Subproblems Objective
� ��� � �� �������
� ��� �� �� �������
 ��� �� �� ������
� ��� �� � ������

Table ����� OSL results for problem set four�

Problem CPU Time Iterations Subproblems Objective
� ���� �� �� �������
� ��� ��� �� �������
 ��� ��� �� ������
� ��� ��� �� ������

Table ����� Branch and bound results for problem set four�

Problem CPU Time Iterations Subproblems Objective
� ��� ��� �� �������
� ��� ��� �� �������
 ��� ��� �� ������
� ��� ��� �� ������

Table ����� Fixed order branch and bound results for problem set four�
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Problem CPU Time Iterations Subproblems Objective
� ����� ���� ��� ��������
� ����� ��� ��� ��������
 ���� ��� ��� �������
� ���� ��� �� ��������
� ����� ���� ��� �������

Table ����� Problem set one without early branching�

Problem CPU Time Iterations Subproblems Objective
� ����� ���� ��� ��������
� ���� ���� ��� �������
 ���� ���� �� ��������
� ����� ���� �� ��������
� ������ ���� ��� ��������

Table ����� Problem set two without early branching�

Problem CPU Time Iterations Subproblems Objective
� ���� ��� ��� ��������
� ����� ���� �� �������
 ����� ���� ��� ��������
� ����� �� ��� ��������
� ����� ��� �� ������

Table ����� Problem set three without early branching�

Problem CPU Time Iterations Subproblems Objective
� ���� ��� � �������
� ���� ��� �� �������
 ��� ��� �� ������
� ���� ��� �� ������

Table ����� Problem set four without early branching�
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Problem CPU Time Iterations Subproblems Objective
� ����� ���� ��� ��������
� ����� ��� ��� ��������
 ��� ��� �� �������
� ��� ���� � ��������
� ����� ���� �� �������

Table ���� Problem set one without warm start�

Problem CPU Time Iterations Subproblems Objective
� ������ ����� �� ��������
� ���� ���� �� �������
 ����� ��� ��� ��������
� ������ ��� ��� ��������
� ������ ����� ��� ��������

Table ����� Problem set two without warm start�

Problem CPU Time Iterations Subproblems Objective
� ����� ��� ��� ��������
� ���� ��� � �������
 ����� ���� ��� ��������
� ����� ��� ��� ��������
� ����� ���� �� ������

Table ����� Problem set three without warm start�

Problem CPU Time Iterations Subproblems Objective
� ���� ���� �� �������
� ��� ���� �� �������
 ���� ��� � ������
� ���� ��� � ������

Table ����� Problem set four without warm start�



CHAPTER �

Using the Primal	Dual Method in a Branch and Bound Code for Mixed

Integer Linear Programming Problems

In this chapter� we describe an experimental branch and bound code that uses the

primal�dual interior point method to solve its LP subproblems� The primal�dual

method is described in sections �� and ��� In section � we describe a new heuristic

for detecting fractional variables� We discuss warm starting the primal�dual method

in section ��� Some implementation issues are discussed in section ��� The branch

and bound algorithm is presented in section ��� New test cases and computational

results are presented in sections �� and ���

��� The Primal	Dual Method

In this section� we present the primal�dual interior point method� originally

described in ���� �� ���� This method can be used to solve problems of the form

	P 
 min cTx

subject to Ax � b

x � �

x � u�

Again� A is an m by n matrix� c is an n by � vector� and b is an m by � vector� In

this chapter� we do not require variables to have explicit upper bounds� If a variable

xi has no upper bound� we write ui ��� We introduce a vector of slack variables�

s� to make the constraints x � u equality constraints� We then have the equality

constraints x � s � u� and the inequalities� s � �� If xi has no upper bound� we

write si ���

��



��

The dual of this problem can be written as

	D
 max bTy � uTw

subject to ATy � w � z � c

w� z � �

The primal�dual method can be thought of as an example of the sequential

unconstrained minimization method described by Fiacco and McCormick in ���� At

each iteration� the algorithm attempts to minimize the augmented objective function

cTx� 

nX

i��

lnxi � 

nX

i��

ln si

subject to the constraints

Ax � b

x� s � u

x� s � ��

The constraint xi�si � ui is ignored and the ln si term is not included in the barrier

function if xi has no upper bound�

Fiacco and McCormick have shown that as the barrier parameter 
 is reduced

from an initial positive value to zero� the optimal solution to the augmented problem

approaches an optimal solution 	x�� s�� y�� w�� z�
 to 	P
 and 	D
� The curve de�ned

by solutions 	x	

� s	

� y	

� w	

� z	


 is called the central trajectory� Figure ��

illustrates this idea� The primal�dual method simply follows the curve to an optimal

solution�

In order to complete our development of the algorithm� we need a procedure

for solving the augmented problem� an initial solution� a procedure for adjusting 
�

and termination criteria�

The augmented problem is solved by �nding the �rst order necessary conditions

for the augmented problem� and then using iterations of Newton�s method to move

toward the solution of the �rst order necessary conditions� In the following� we use e



��

Optimal Solution

Central Trajectory

Figure ���� The central trajectory�

to represent a vector of all ones� and capital letters� such as W � to represent diagonal

matrices in which the diagonal elements are the elements of a vector denoted by a

lower case letter� such as w� The �rst order necessary conditions for the augmented

problem can be written as

Ax � b

x� s � u

ATy � w � z � c

XZe � 
e

SWe � 
e

x� s� w� z � ��

	��




��

Applying Newton�s method to this system of equations� we get

A%x � b�Ax

%x�%s � �

AT%y �%w �%z � c�ATy � w � z

Z%x�X%z � �XZe� 
e

W%s� S%w � �SWe� 
e�

	��


Here we have assumed that we always have x � s � u� and that our current

point always has x� s� w� z � �� so that the current solution satis�es the nonnegativity

constraints� However� we have not assumed that the current solution satis�es all of

the equality constraints� In fact� this version of the primal dual method constantly

moves towards primal and dual feasibility as well as optimality�

We need to solve these equations for the primal and dual Newton steps� %x�

%s� %y� %z� and %w� Multiply the last two equations by X�� and S�� respectively

and subtract to get

%z �%w � �Ze�We� 
	S�� �X��
e�X��Z%x� S��W%s�

Since %x � �%s� we have

%z �%w � �Ze�We� 
	S�� �X��
e�X��Z%x� S��W%x�

Let

�	

 � 
	S�� �X��
e� 	W � Z
e

and

& � 	X��Z � S��W 
���

Note that & is a diagonal scaling matrix� Then

%z �%w � ��	

�&��%x�



�

By substituting into the third equation� we can reduce the original system of

equations to

AT%y � c�ATy �w � z � �	

 � &��%x�

A%x � b�Ax�

We can write this system of equations in matrix form as

�
B	

&�� AT

A �



CA

�
��

%x

�%y

�
�� �

�
��
�	c�ATy � w � z � �	




b�Ax

�
�� 	�


This system of equations is symmetric� but it is not positive de�nite� One ap�

proach to implementing the primal�dual algorithm is to solve this inde�nite system

of equations� We can then �nd %s� %z� and %w from

%s � �%x

%z � X��	�XZe� 
e� Z%x


%w � S��	�SWe� 
e�W%s
�

	��


Another approach to implementing the algorithm is to solve for %y� using

	A&AT
%y � 	b�Ax
 �A&		c�ATy � z � w
 � �	


� 	��


Note that the matrix A&AT is symmetric and positive de�nite� We can then solve

for %x with

%x � &	AT%y � �	

 � 	c�ATy � z � w

 	��


and we can �nd %s� %z� and %w as before�

Kathryn Turner has considered the merits of these two approaches in ����

The inde�nite system of equations is larger than the positive de�nite system of

equations� However� when we compute A&AT � the resulting matrix can be much

denser than the original matrix A� In particular� if any column of A is completely

nonzero� A&AT will be completely �lled in� Thus the inde�nite system of equations

typically has better sparsity than 	��
� We discuss these two methods of solving

the equations further in section ���



��

Ordinarily� in using Newton�s method� we would now calculate the next x� s�

y� z� and w by

x � x�%x

s � s�%s

y � y �%y

w � w �%w

z � z �%z�

However� since we want to maintain nonnegativity of x� s� w� and z� we may have

to use a smaller step size� To this end� we calculate

max �p

subject to x� �p%x � �

s� �p%s � �

�p � ��������

	��


and

max �d

subject to w � �d%w � �

z � �d%z � �

�d � ���������

	��


We then let

x � x� ������p%x

s � s� ������p%s

y � y � ������d%y

w � w � ������d%w

z � z � ������d%z�

	��


Thus if a step of length one is possible� the algorithm will take the full step� If a

shorter step is required� the algorithm will take a step that is small enough to ensure

that x� s� w� and z will remain strictly positive�



��

For an initial solution� we use the method described in ���� First we compute

the quantities

�� � max
�
jbTAej
kAek� � �

�

�� � �

�
 � ������

	���


We then compute an initial solution with

x�i � min
�
���

ui
�

�

s�i � ui � x�i

y�i � �

z�i �

��
��
jcjj� jcjj � ��

��� jcjj � ���

	���


If xi has an upper bound� we let

w�

i � max
�
z�i � ci� ��

�
� 	���


We consider the current solution feasible if

kb�Axk

� � kxk
� ���� 	��


and

kc�ATy � w � zk

� � kyk� kwk� kzk
� ����� 	���


Instead of �nding the minimum of the current augmented objective function

and then adjusting 
� we adjust 
 before each Newton�s method iteration� If the

current solution is feasible� then we let


 �
cTx� 	bTy � uTw


	n

	���


where

	n
 �

��
��
n�� n � �� ���

n��	� n � �� ����



��

If the current solution is not feasible� then we compute

�p � M
kb�Axk

max	������ kb�Ax�k


and

�d � M
kc�ATy � w � zk

max	������ kc�ATy� � w� � z�k


where M is a constant given by

M � �	n
max 	max jcij�max jbjj
 �

We then compute 
 by


 �
max	cTx� 	bTy � uTw
� �
 � �p � �d

	n

� 	���


This procedure keeps 
 large while the solution is still infeasible� but allows


 to decrease quickly once a feasible solution is found� By keeping 
 large when

the current solution is infeasible� we increase the possibility of making large steps

towards the solution of the current augmented problem� If we can make a step

of length �� then a single step should give a new solution which is feasible� The

parameter � can be adjusted to improve the performance of the algorithm� Small

values of � emphasize improvement of the duality gap over improvement in feasibility�

while large values of � emphasize improvement in feasibility� Our experimental codes

use a value of � � ����

We terminate the primal�dual algorithm and declare the current solution op�

timal when the current solution is primal and dual feasible� that is satisfying con�

ditions 	��
 and 	���
� and when

jcTx� 	bTy � uTw
j

� � jbTy � uTwj
� ����� 	���


This ensures that the solution is primal and dual feasible and that the duality gap

is small relative to the objective value�



��

If the linear programming problem is primal or dual infeasible� then the algo�

rithm will go into a loop without ever �nding a feasible solution� For this reason�

it is advisable to stop the algorithm after some large number of iterations� In this

case we have no way of determining why the algorithm has failed to converge to an

optimal solution� However� in our branch and bound code it is reasonable to assume

that the initial LP relaxation will be primal and dual feasible� As a result� all of

the other subproblems in the branch and bound tree will be at least dual feasible�

and we need only detect LP subproblems which are dual unbounded and primal

infeasible�

In theory� we would know that a dual subproblem was unbounded if the current

dual solution was dual feasible� %w � � and %z � �� As with the dual�a�ne method

in chapter �� this does not work well in practice so we have developed an alternative

procedure for detecting infeasible subproblems�

After each primal�dual iteration we compute directions % !w and %!z as follows�

If xi has an explicit upper bound� then compute

% !wi � %wi �min	%wi�%zi


and

%!zi � %zi �min	%wi�%zi
�

If xi is an unbounded variable� then compute

% !wi � �

and

%!zi � %zi�

If the previous dual solution was feasible� then the directions %y� %z and %w

are feasible directions� and by construction� the directions %y� %!z and % !w are

also feasible directions� If bT%y � uT% !w � �� then %y� % !w and %!z give us a



��

direction in which the dual solution is feasible and improving� If % !w and %!z are

nonnegative� then we can move as far as we wish in this improving direction� and the

dual problem is unbounded� This procedure for detecting infeasible subproblems is

used in the experimental branch and bound codes described in this chapter� The

procedure typically detects infeasible subproblems within less than �ve interations

from a warm start�

��� The Primal	Dual Method and Complementary Slackness

G'uler and Ye have shown in ��� that the optimal solution found by many

interior point methods� including the primal�dual method of McShane� Monma�

and Shanno� has strict complementary slackness� That is� given the primal and

dual problems

min cTx

subject to Ax � b

x � �

	���


and

max bTy

subject to ATy � z � c

z � �

	���


the primal�dual method will produce an optimal solution 	x�� y�� z�
 in which

x�i � �� z�i �� ��

Furthermore� G'uler and Ye show that there is a constant �� such that

min	XZe


xTz
� � 	���


at each iteration of the primal�dual method�

Unfortunately� G'uler and Ye do their analysis with a version of the primal�

dual method which does not include upper bounds� However� we can rewrite our



��

primal and dual problems 	P
 and 	D
 without explicit upper bounds� Let

"b �

�
��

b

�u

�
�� � "c �

�
��
c

�

�
��

Then let

"x �

�
��
x

s

�
�� � "y �

�
��
y

w

�
�� � "z �

�
��

z

wslack

�
��

and

"A �

�
��

A �

�I �I

�
��

Our problems 	P
 and 	D
 are clearly equivalent to

	 "P 
 min "cTx

subject to "Ax � "b

"x � �

and the dual problem

	 "D
 max "bT "y

subject to "AT "y � "z � "c

"z � ��

Note that the equality constraints in 	 "D
 imply that w � wslack�

When we apply the primal�dual method of ���� to the problems 	 "P 
 and 	 "D
�

we get the necessary conditions

"A"x � "b

"AT "y � "z � "c

"X "Ze � 
e

"x� "z � ��

By inspection� we can see that these are exactly the necessary conditions given in

	��
� Thus the primal�dual method of McShane� Monma� and Shanno applied to



��

problems 	 "P 
 and 	 "D
 is exactly equivalent to the primal�dual method developed

in the previous section�

In terms of our original problems 	P
 and 	D
� the analysis of G'uler and Ye

shows that

x�i � �� z�i �� �

and

s�i � �� w�
i �� ��

We also have that
min	min	XZe
�min	SWe



xT z � sTw
� � 	���


at each iteration of the primal�dual method� This result has consequences which

will be discussed further in sections � and ���

��� Detecting Fractional Variables

A number of researchers have developed heuristics and su�cient conditions

for detecting optimal basic and non�basic variables in interior point methods for

linear programming ���� �� ��� ��� ���� When all of the optimal basic variables have

been identi�ed� it is very easy to compute an optimal basic solution� If this can

be done well before the interior point method reaches optimality� then an interior

point method that uses such indicators to �nd an optimal basic solution will have

improved performance�

In our branch and bound algorithm for integer programming� we are interested

in �nding the zero�one variables which will be basic 	and thus fractional
 at opti�

mality� This problem is similar to the problem that other researchers have worked

on� except that we do not need an absolute guarantee that a variable is basic� and we

only need to look at the zero�one variables� Once we have detected such a variable�

we can proceed to branch without solving the current subproblem to optimality� We

have considered three approaches to detecting fractional variables�



��

Our �rst approach� described in Chapter �� used the complementary slackness

conditions to detect fractional variables� If xi has a fractional value at optimality�

then both wi and zi must go to zero in order to meet the complementary slackness

condition� Our experimental code simply examined the values of wi and zi� If both

dual variables were below a speci�ed tolerance� than xi was declared a fractional

variable� Since the primal�dual method �nds an optimal solution that satis�es strict

complementarity� if both z�i and w�
i are zero� then x�i must be nonzero�

Our second approach used linear regression to �t a straight line to the last

three values of xi� wi� and zi� A variable will most likely be fractional at optimality

if the slopes of these three lines are such that the xi line stays between � and � for

several iterations� while the lines for both wi and zi drop below zero within a few

iterations�

We have also developed a third approach� based on Tapia�s indicator ����� The

�rst order necessary conditions for the augmented problem include the equations

Z%x�X%z � �XZe� 
e

W%s� S%w � �SWe� 
e�

Consequently�

Z	x�%x
 �X	z �%z
 � XZe� 
e

W 	s�%s
 � S	w �%w
 � SWe� 
e�

If we multiply the �rst of these equations by X��Z��� multiply the second equation

by S��W��� and add the two equations together� then we get

X��	x�%x
�Z��	z�%z
�S��	s�%s
�W��	w�%w
 � �e�
	X��Z���S��W��
e

We will assume that as we approach optimality� 
	X��Z���S��W��
e goes to zero�

Furthermore� the step lengths �p and �d approach one as we approach optimality� In

the limit� xk�%x	 xk��� sk�%s	 sk��� wk�%w	 wk��� and zk�%z 	 zk���

Thus
xk��i

xki
�
zk��i

zki
�
sk��i

ski
�
wk��
i

wk
i

	 �� 	���




��

If xi is a zero�one variable which is fractional at optimality� then si is also

fractional at optimality� We know that %xi and %si approach zero� so

lim
xki �%xi

xki
� lim

xk��i

xki
� �

and

lim
ski �%si

ski
� lim

sk��i

ski
� ��

This leaves no room for the remaining terms on the left hand side of 	���
� so we

must have

lim
zk��i

zki
� �� lim

wk��
i

wk
i

� ��

If xi is a zero�one variable which is zero at optimality� then s�i � �� w�
i � ��

and z�i �� �� We take advantage here of the fact that the optimal solution obtained

by the primal�dual method will satisfy strict complementary slackness� Now�

lim
sk��i

ski
� �� lim

zk��i

zki
� �

and

lim
xk��i

xki
� �� lim

wk��
i

wk
i

� ��

Similarly� if x�i is one� then

lim
xk��i

xki
� �� lim

wk��
i

wk
i

� �

and

lim
sk��i

ski
� �� lim

zk��i

zki
� ��

This analysis relies on the assumption that the last term on the right hand side

of 	���
 goes to zero� This is not true of our primal�dual method� but in practice�

the term 
	X��Z�� � S��W��
e is small� First note that


 �
cTx� 	bTy � uTw


	n

�
xTz � sTw

	n

�



�

We have that


	X��Z�� � S��W��
e �
�


min	min	XZe
�min	SWe


e�

So� by 	���
�


	X��Z�� � S��W��
e �
�


�	zTx� sTw

e

and


	X��Z�� � S��W��
e �
�	xT z � sTw


�	n
	zTx� sTw

e

and


	X��Z�� � S��W��
e �
�

�	n

e�

This last upper bound is small enough to make the Tapia indicator work well�

In our experimental code� we use the Tapia indicator in the following way� Let

T� �
xk��i

xki
� j��

zk��i

zki
j

and

T� �
sk��i

ski
� j��

wk��
i

wk
i

j�

If xi is fractional at optimality� then T� and T� will both approach �� If not� then

T� and T� should both approach �� We look for relatively large values of T� and T��

We also insist that x � ������ and x � ������� In particular� if T� � ��� T� � ���

������ � x � ������� the current solution is dual feasible and within ��� of primal

feasibility� and the duality gap is smaller than ��� then we declare the variable xi

fractional�

There are two reasons for waiting until the duality gap is smaller than ���

First� we increase the chance of fathoming the current subproblem by lower bound�

Second� we are more likely to detect all of the variables that will be fractional at

optimality�

This scheme for detecting fractional variables has a signi�cant advantage over

the scheme used in Chapter �� The Tapia indicator is scale invariant� while the
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	 parameter in Chapter � is very dependent on the scaling of the problem� The

scheme in Chapter � needs a centering parameter that is larger than 	� while the

Tapia indicator does not depend on centering at all�

��� Warm starting the Primal	Dual Method

How will we restart the primal�dual method when we switch to a new sub�

problem$ We could use formulas ��� though ��� to �nd an initial primal�dual

solution� However this makes no use of the information obtained by solving the

parent subproblem� In contrast� a branch and bound code based on the simplex

method can begin with the optimal solution to the parent subproblem and very

quickly �nd a solution to the new subproblem�

In our dual�a�ne branch and bound code� we took the last dual solution to

the parent subproblem and added 	 to w and z to center the dual solution� Since

�xing a primal variable at zero or one did not cause a loss of dual feasibility� the

new solution was automatically dual feasible� By centering the dual solution� we

avoided starting the dual�a�ne algorithm near a face of the dual feasible set� where

the dual�a�ne method performs poorly�

In our new primal�dual branch and bound code� we would like an initial solu�

tion that is both primal and dual feasible� We would also like it to be relatively close

to the central trajectory for the new subproblem� Unfortunately� the last solution

to the parent subproblem will no longer be primal feasible for the child subproblem�

and there is no obvious way to correct this infeasibility� Furthermore� the primal�

dual method performs poorly when started from a solution near the boundary of

the feasible region� As a result� the last solution to the parent subproblem is not a

good starting point�

Lustig� Marsten� and Shanno have examined the problem of restarting the

primal�dual method with a changed objective function in ����� Their scheme for
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restarting the primal�dual method involves adjusting primal variables or dual slacks

that have small values� In this approach� if xi or zi is smaller than �� then the

variable is set to �� where � is a parameter that they set to ������ Their method

then attempts to adjust 
 so as to speed up convergence�

Our approach is similar� If xi or si is less than �� then we set the variable to ��

and adjust the slack as needed� If wi or zi is less than �� and xi has an upper bound�

then we add � to both wi and zi� This helps to retain dual feasibility� If xi has no

upper bound and zi is less than �� then we add � to zi� Our code uses � � ���� The

method of section �� is used to calculate 
 after this centering� However� we also

reset � to ���� when we restart the primal�dual method�

��� Implementing the Primal	Dual Method

The method outlined in the previous sections is summarized in Algorithm ��

Algorithm �

Given an initial primal solution x� s with x� s � � and x�s � u� and an initial dual

solution w� y� z� with w� z � �� repeat the following iteration until the convergence

criterion ����
� has been met�

�� Let W � DIAG	w
� Z � DIAG	z
� X � DIAG	x
� and S � DIAG	s
�

�� Compute 
 using ������ or ����	��

�� Compute & � 	X��Z � S��W 
�� and �	

 � 
	S�� �X��
e� 	W � Z
e�

�� Compute %x and %y using either ����� or ����� and ���	��

�� Compute %s� %w� and %z using ������

	� Find �p and �d by solving ���
� and ������


� Use ����� to update x� s� y� w� and z�
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We need to pay some attention to primal variables which have no upper bound�

Whenever xi has no upper bound� we always keep wi � � and S��
i�i � �� In step ��

%wi � � if xi has no upper bound�

Computationally� step � is the most di�cult step in the primal�dual algorithm�

We have implemented this step in three di�erent ways�

Our �rst implementation used the Yale Sparse Matrix Package ���� to solve

equation 	��
� As with the dual�a�ne code� the primal�dual code can �nd the

nonzero structure of A&AT and then reorder the matrix so as to reduce the �ll�in

incurred during LU factorization� The code then performs a symbolic factorization

of the matrix that can be reused during each iteration of the algorithm� The only

work that needs to be done during an iteration of the algorithm is the numerical

factorization and solution of the resulting triangular systems of equations�

We have also implemented the primal�dual method using the DGSF and DGSS

subroutines from IBM�s Extended Scienti�c Subroutine Library ���� to solve 	��
�

The DGSF routine performs minimum degree ordering and numerical factorization

of the matrix A&AT � Unlike YSMP� the DGSF routine does not do the symbolic

factorization of A&AT once and then reuse the symbolic factorization in later itera�

tions of the algorithm� Instead� DGSF does the factorization in one step� repeating

the entire factorization process each time a system of equations is to be solved� This

makes it possible for DGSF to factor inde�nite matrices using pivoting to maintain

stability� The DGSS routine does the work of solving the resulting triangular sys�

tems of equations� The ESSL routines are more e�cient than the YSMP routines on

relatively dense problems� For this reason we have chosen to use the ESSL routines

on problems with relatively dense constraint matrices�

As in the dual�a�ne method� we can run into trouble if A&AT is singular�

This will happen if A does not have full row rank� The matrix may also become

numerically singular if the optimal solution is primal degenerate� If the optimal
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solution is primal degenerate� fewer than m primal variables have � � xi � ui at

optimality� In this case� & will have many small elements� corresponding to variables

at their upper or lower bounds� and fewer than m large entries� corresponding to

variables that are strictly between their bounds� The large entries will dominate�

making A&AT numerically singular�

We have modi�ed the YSMP routines to handle this problem as described

in Chapter �� However� the ESSL routines could not be modi�ed to handle this

situation since the source code is not available� For the sample problems that we

have solved using the ESSL routines� this was not a problem�

The DGSF routine can also be used to factor the inde�nite matrix in 	�
�

Our third implementation of the primal�dual method used the ESSL routines to

solve the inde�nite system of equations� For problems where m was relatively large

compared to n� this version of the primal�dual code worked quite well� However� for

the problems in this thesis� which have far more columns then rows� the m� n by

m� n inde�nite system of equations 	�
 was far larger than the m by m positive

de�nite system 	��
� For these problems� the improved sparsity of the inde�nite

system of equations could not compensate for the larger size of the inde�nite system�

As with the positive de�nite system of equations� the inde�nite system will

become singular if A does not have full row rank or if the optimal solution is primal

degenerate� Since the ESSL routines cannot solve such a singular system of equa�

tions� this approach cannot be applied to a problem in which the matrix becomes

singular�

��� The Experimental Branch and Bound Code

We developed an experimental branch and bound code based on the branch

and bound code of Chapter �� but using the primal�dual method� heuristics for

detecting fractional variables and centering scheme described in sections �� through
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��� A  owchart of the algorithm is given in Figure ��� This algorithm is very similar

to the algorithm described in Chapter �� However� a number of details have been

changed�

Instead of storing a dual solution at each node of the branch and bound tree�

we must now store a primal and dual solution at each node� In particular� we save

x� y� and w� The remainder of the solution 	s and z
 can easily be recalculated

when it is needed� As a result� the nodes in the branch and bound tree are about

twice as large as in the dual�a�ne code described in Chapter ��

Since the �xed order branch and bound scheme used excessive amounts of

storage� we decided to restrict our attention to the conventional branch and bound

scheme� In this version of the code� as in Chapter �� the algorithm uses a depth�

�rst search strategy until an integer solution has been found� During this early

phase of the algorithm� the code branches on the least fractional variable� The code

then chooses the subproblem in which the fractional variable has been rounded to

the nearest integer value� Once an integer solution has been found� the algorithm

switches over to a strategy of picking the subproblem with the best 	smallest
 es�

timated objective value� These estimates are based on pseudocosts as in Chapter

�� In this phase of the algorithm� we continue to branch on the most fractional

variable�

In step four� the algorithm uses a lower bound lb obtained in one of two

ways� An initial lower bound for the current subproblem is inherited from its parent

subproblem� After each iteration of the primal�dual method the lower bound is

updated with

lb � max	lb� bTy � uT 	w � !w



where !w � min	w� z
� However� this can only be done when the current solution is

dual feasible� The test described in section �� is used to detect infeasible subprob�

lems�
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��� More Sample Problems

We collected six new sets of sample problems in addition to the sample prob�

lems described in section ���� These sets of problems di�er from the earlier problems

in that they have some unbounded variables�

AT(T Bell Laboratories supplied the problems in problem set �ve� The prob�

lems di�er only in the right hand side� which is changed so that the problems become

progressively harder� Although the original problem set consists of four problems�

we have only been able to solve the �rst two problems in the problem set to optimal�

ity� Each problem is written as a mixed integer linear program with ��� constraints

and ���� variables� of which �� are ��� variables� The constraint matrices have ����

nonzero entries�

The problems in sets six and seven are set covering problems of the form

	SCP 
 min cTx

subject to Ax � e

x � f�� �g�

Here A is an m by n zero�one matrix� and e is the vector of all ones� These problems

were taken from Beasley�s OR�Lib ���� The problems were randomly generated using

a procedure described in �� ��� After adding slack variables� the problems in set

six have �� rows and �� columns� with a ����� dense constraint matrix� The

problems in set seven have ��� rows and ���� columns with a ����� dense constraint

matrix� The optimal values for these problems are taken from ����

The �nal three problems are taken from the MIPLIB collection of mixed integer

linear programming problems ����� Problem eight is the problem khb����� from

MIPLIB� After adding slack variables and removing �xed variables� this problem

has ��� constraints� ��� variables� of which �� are zero�one variables� Problem

nine is the problem mod��� from MIPLIB� This problem has ���� constraints�

����� variables� and �� zero�one variables� Problem ten is the problem misc��
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from MIPLIB� This problem has ��� constraints� ���� variables� and ��� zero�one

variables� These problems were selected because they were large problems with a

relatively small number of zero�one variables� Most of the other problems in MIPLIB

are either very small� have many zero�one variables� or have integer variables that

are not restricted to the values zero and one�

Because of the relatively large size of problem nine and because there are many

zero�one variables in this problem� the problem is very di�cult to solve� We have

been unable to solve the mod��� problem with OSL or with our experimental branch

and bound code� In one run� OSL used over ������ CPU seconds and solved over

������ subproblems without solving mod��� to optimality� Because of this� we ran

the branch and bound codes only until the �rst integer solution was found�

Table �� gives statistics on the size and density of the problems in each set�

For each problem we also give the density of the matrix A&AT and of the Cholesky

factor L after minimum degree ordering� The density for L includes the diagonal

entries�

Problem Set rows columns ��� variables density
A A&AT L

� ��� ���� �� ����� ����� �����
� ��� ���� �� ����� ���� �����
 ��� ���� �� ����� ����� �����
� �� �� �� ����� ����� �����
� ��� ���� �� ����� ���� �����
� �� �� ��� ����� ����� ����
� ��� ���� ���� ����� ����� ����
� ��� ��� �� ����� ����� ����
� ���� ����� �� ����� ����� �����
�� ��� ���� ��� ��� ����� ���

Table ���� Sample problem statistics�
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We solved the LP relaxations of these problems using OSL�s primal�dual

method� our experimental primal�dual LP solver� and OSL�s simplex method� The

results of these runs are presented in Appendix A�

�� Computational Results

Both OSL and the experimental branch and bound code were used to solve the

four sets of problems described in Chapter � and the new sets of problems described

in section ��� As in chapter �� all computational runs were done in double preci�

sion� The computations were performed under AIX��� on an IBM �������S� The

experimental codes were written in Fortran and compiled with the FORTRANVS

compiler and VAST� preprocessor ���� ���� Full optimization and vectorization was

speci�ed with the compiler options OPT	
 and VEC� As in Chapter �� the OSL re�

sults were obtained with the EKKMSLV routine from release � of OSL� Times were

measured with the CPUTIME subroutine of the Fortran run�time library� These

CPU times exclude the time required to read in the problems and to output solu�

tions�

In order to examine the e�ectiveness of the early branching heuristics� we

developed a version of the experimental branch and bound code in which all sub�

problems were solved to optimality before branching� A version of the experimental

code was also developed to test the e�ectiveness of the warm start procedure� This

version of the code generated a new initial solution for each subproblem instead of

centering the last solution to the parent subproblem�

Computational results for problem sets one through �ve and eight through

ten are presented in Tables � through ��� and �� through ���� For each of the

problems� we report the CPU time� number of iterations� number of subproblems

solved� and the optimal value� Computational results for problem sets six and seven

are presented later in this section�
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Several factors a�ect the performance of the experimental branch and bound

codes relative to OSL� Although CPU time is important� we will also consider the

number of subproblems solved and the number of iterations per subproblem�

Figure � shows the number of subproblems solved by each of the experimen�

tal branch and bound codes relative to the number of subproblems solved by OSL�

Generally� the experimental codes solved slightly more subproblems than OSL� From

these results it does not appear that the early branching heuristics were causing the

code to branch early on subproblems that had integer solutions or were infeasible�

In general� OSL has better methods of choosing branching variables and selecting

subproblems to solve� In some cases� it appears that the implicit enumeration tech�

niques used by OSL were able to substantially decrease the number of subproblems

solved� In other cases� the implicit enumeration techniques do not appear to have

been helpful� Furthermore� relatively small di�erences between the three experimen�

tal branch and bound codes sometimes led to very large di�erences in the number

of subproblems solved�

Figure �� shows the number of iterations per subproblem used by the exper�

imental codes on problem sets one through �ve and eight through ten� With the

exception of problem set nine� the experimental code with early branching and warm

start used between �ve and eight iterations per subproblem on each of the problem

sets� The code without early branching and the code without warm start consis�

tently used more iterations per subproblem� Since early branching and the warm

start procedure tend to decrease the number of iterations per subproblem without

increasing the number of subproblems solved� these results indicate that the early

branching heuristics and warm start procedure are very e�ective in reducing the

total number of iterations needed to solve these problems�
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Since the experimental codes are solving only slightly more subproblems than

OSL� the performance of the interior point method on the subproblems is the key

issue� Although early branching and the warm start procedure are very helpful�

the CPU time per subproblem is still higher for the experimental code� Figure ��

illustrates this� On problem sets one� two� three� and nine� the experimental code

with early branching and warm start is comparable to EKKMSLV in CPU time

per subproblem� On problem sets four� �ve� eight� and ten� OSL clearly dominates�

Note that on problem ten� the experimental code without warm start used about �

times more CPU time per subproblem than OSL� On this problem� the procedure

for �nding an initial primal�dual solution did not seem to work well�

The number of subproblems solved and the CPU time per subproblem com�

bine to determine the performance of the experimental branch and bound codes�

Figure �� shows the total CPU time used by the three versions of the experimen�

tal code relative to the CPU time used by OSL on problem sets one through �ve

and eight through ten� The experimental codes were consistently slower than OSL�

particularly on problem sets �ve and ten�

The poor performance of the experimental branch and bound code on problem

set four can largely be explained by the relatively small size of these problems� Be�

cause the problems were relatively small� OSL�s simplex implmentation was about

three times faster in solving the LP relaxations of these problems than our experi�

mental primal�dual code�

In problem set �ve� the very poor performance of the experimental code can

be explained by a combination of two factors� First� these problems are relatively

small and dense� As a result� the experimental primal�dual LP solver took about

six times as much CPU time to solve the LP relaxations of the problems as OSL�s

simplex code� Also� the experimental branch and bound code solved about six times

as many subproblems as OSL�s branch and bound code� Since the version of the
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experimental code without early branching solved about as many subproblems as

OSL� it appears that the experimental branch and bound code made some very poor

choices in its selection of branching variables�

In problem eight� the experimental branch and bound codes solved roughly the

same number of subproblems as OSL� However� OSL�s simplex method was about

six times faster than the experimental primal�dual code in solving the LP relaxation

of this problem� This was probably because problem eight is relatively small and

dense�

In problem nine� the branch and bound codes were run only until an integer

solution had been found� not until an optimal solution had been found� Since the

EKKMSLV routine uses rounding and implicit enumeration� it was able to �nd an

integer solution after only �� subproblems� while the experimental codes all required

about �� subproblems to �nd an integer solution� However� the solutions found by

the three versions of the experimental code were all better than the integer solution

found by OSL�

In problem ten� the implicit enumeration and rounding features of OSL were

extraordinarily successful� EKKMSLV was able to solve this problem with only ���

subproblems� even though the problem has ��� zero�one variables� Furthermore� the

routine used fewer simplex iterations to solve the mixed integer programming prob�

lem than EKKSSLV used to solve the LP relaxation of the problem� As in problem

set �ve� the number of subproblems solved by the experimental branch and bound

codes varied� This time� the code with early branching and warm start had the best

performance of the three experimental codes� The code without the warm start

procedure performed very poorly on this problem� using about �� times as much

CPU time as OSL� This can be explained by the very large number of subproblems

solved� and the large number of iterations needed to solve each subproblem�
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For most of these problems� OSL used about twenty times as many iterations

to solve the LP relaxation as it did to solve an average subproblem in the branch and

bound phase� This shows that the OSL code makes very good use of warm starts� In

contrast� the experimental branch and bound code used three to �ve times as many

iterations to solve the LP relaxations as it used to solve an average subproblem�

However� the work that goes into a simplex iteration is not constant� In the branch

and bound routine EKKMSLV� OSL executes simplex iterations at a considerably

slower rate than in the LP solver EKKSSLV� Table �� shows this e�ect� In contrast�

the experimental codes perform primal�dual iterations at the same rate in the LP

solver and in the branch and bound codes� In general� OSL slows down by a factor

of about four in EKKMSLV� This might be caused by the need to refactorize the

working basis for each new LP subproblem� The implicit enumeration techniques

used by EKKMSLV might also play a part in this� Problem sets six and seven are

an exception to the rule� On these problems� OSL took many iterations to solve

the initial LP relaxation and then a very few iterations to solve the remaining ��

subproblems in the branch and bound tree� As a result� the count of iterations per

second for EKKMSLV is based almost entirely on the iterations used to solve the

initial LP relaxation�

Since the problems in problem sets six and seven have so many variables� it

was not always possible to solve these problems to optimality� Instead� we set up

both OSL and the experimental branch and bound code to solve �� subproblems

and report the best lower bound that had been achieved after solving the �� sub�

problems� For these runs� it makes little sense to present statistics on the number of

subproblems solved� Furthermore� since the solution of the initial LP relaxation can

take a signi�cant portion of the total solution time� statistics on the average num�

ber of iterations per subproblem and CPU time per subproblem are not particularly

useful�
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Problem Set EKKSSLV Iterations�Second EKKMSLV Iterations�Second
� �� ��
� ��� ��
 ��� ��
� ��� ���
� ��� ��
� �� �
�  �
� �� ��
� ��� ��
�� ��� ��

Table ���� Simplex iterations per second in EKKSSLV and EKKMSLV�

Computational results for problem sets six and seven are presented in Tables

��� through ��� For each of these runs we give the CPU time� number of iterations�

best lower bound� and the optimal solution� Note that OSL found an optimal

solution to problem ���� In general� the lower bounds obtained by OSL were slightly

better than the lower bounds obtained by the experimental code�

In order to get good lower bounds for these problems� we modi�ed the ex�

perimental code to wait until the duality gap was below ����� before searching for

fractional variables� This gave better lower bounds� at the expense of more itera�

tions per subproblem� OSL uses rounding heuristics to attempt to �nd an integer

solution at each node of the branch and bound tree� These integer solutions provide

upper bounds that can be used to fathom subproblems� The experimental branch

and bound code was also modi�ed with rounding heuristics that attempted to �nd

integer solutions� However� these heuristics were not very successful at �nding good

integer solutions�

One interesting feature of the problems in problem sets six and seven is that all

of the cost coe�cients are drawn from a relatively small set of integers� As a result�

many columns have equal cost� and this leads to LP subproblems which have many
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optimal solutions� By its nature� the simplex method will pick out one basic feasible

solution as the optimal solution of an LP� As noted in section ��� G'uler and Ye have

shown in ��� that the primal�dual method will converge to an optimal solution in

the interior of the optimal face� Thus there will be more fractional variables in the

solution found by the primal�dual method than in the solution found by the simplex

method�

We conjectured that this e�ect would hurt the performance of the experimental

branch and bound code� To test this� we randomly perturbed the cost coe�cients

of the problems in problem set six� For each cost coe�cient� a random number

uniformly distributed between ����� and ���� was added to the cost coe�cient� We

solved the perturbed problems to optimality using OSL� Although OSL was able

to solve all of the problems� it is unlikely that the experimental codes could solve

all of these problems to optimality since the experimental codes do not have OSL�s

rounding heuristics� These results are presented in Tables �� and ���

On problems four and �ve� OSL was able to �nd optimal solutions without

solving more than �� subproblems� The experimental code found the optimal solu�

tion to problem four� It appears that perturbing the objective function made these

problems easier for both codes to solve� The lower bounds obtained by the experi�

mental code are very close to the lower bounds obtained by OSL� On problems two�

three� and four� the two codes found bounds that were roughly equal� On problem

one� the experimental code found a better lower bound� while OSL found a bet�

ter lower bound on problem �ve� Thus it appears that the two codes were equally

e�ective in �nding good lower bounds for these perturbed problems�
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Problem CPU Time Iterations Subproblems Objective
� ���� ��� ��� ��������
� ���� ��� ��� ��������
 ����� ���� �� ��������
� ��� ���� �� ��������
� ���� ���� �� ��������

Table ���� OSL results for problem set one�

Problem CPU Time Iterations Subproblems Objective
� ����� ��� ��� ��������
� ���� ��� ��� ��������
 ���� ��� ��� �������
� ���� �� �� ��������
� ���� �� �� ��������

Table ���� Branch and bound results for problem set one�

pProblem CPU Time Iterations Subproblems Objective
� ����� ���� ��� ��������
� ����� ��� ��� ��������
 ���� ���� ��� �������
� ��� �� � ��������
� ��� ���� �� ��������

Table ���� Problem set one without early branching�

Problem CPU Time Iterations Subproblems Objective
� ���� ���� ��� ��������
� ����� ���� ��� ��������
 ���� ��� ��� �������
� ����� ���� �� ��������
� ����� ���� �� ��������

Table ���� Problem set one without warm start�
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Problem CPU Time Iterations Subproblems Objective
� ����� ����� ��� ��������
� ���� ����� � �������
 ���� ����� ��� ��������
� ���� ���� �� ��������
� ���� ����� ��� ��������

Table ���� OSL results for problem set two�

Problem CPU Time Iterations Subproblems Objective
� ������ ���� ��� ��������
� ����� �� �� �������
 ���� ���� ��� ��������
� ����� ��� ��� ��������
� ����� ��� ��� ��������

Table ��� Branch and bound results for problem set two�

Problem CPU Time Iterations Subproblems Objective
� ����� ��� ��� ��������
� ����� ���� ��� �������
 ����� ���� ��� ��������
� ���� ���� ��� ��������
� ����� ��� �� ��������

Table ���� Problem set two without early branching�

Problem CPU Time Iterations Subproblems Objective
� ����� ��� ��� ��������
� ����� �� ��� �������
 ���� ��� ��� ��������
� ������ ��� ��� ��������
� ����� ���� �� ��������

Table ����� Problem set two without warm start�
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Problem CPU Time Iterations Subproblems Objective
� ����� ����� �� ��������
� ��� ���� �� �������
 ���� ����� �� ��������
� ���� ���� ��� ��������
� ����� ����� �� ������

Table ����� OSL results for problem set three�

Problem CPU Time Iterations Subproblems Objective
� ���� ��� ��� �������
� ���� �� �� �������
 ���� ���� ��� ��������
� ���� ���� ��� ��������
� ����� ��� �� ������

Table ����� Branch and bound results for problem set three�

Problem CPU Time Iterations Subproblems Objective
� ���� ���� ��� �������
� ���� ��� �� �������
 ����� ��� ��� ��������
� ���� ���� ��� ��������
� ���� �� �� ������

Table ����� Problem set three without early branching�

Problem CPU Time Iterations Subproblems Objective
� ���� ��� ��� �������
� ����� ��� �� �������
 ����� ���� ��� ��������
� ����� ��� ��� ��������
� ���� ���� �� ������

Table ����� Problem set three without warm start�
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Problem CPU Time Iterations Subproblems Objective
� ��� � �� �������
� ��� �� �� �������
 ��� �� �� ������
� ��� �� � ������

Table ����� OSL results for problem set four�

Problem CPU Time Iterations Subproblems Objective
� ��� ��� �� �������
� ���� � �� �������
 �� ��� �� ������
� ��� ��� �� ������

Table ����� Branch and bound results for problem set four�

Problem CPU Time Iterations Subproblems Objective
� ���� ��� �� �������
� ���� �� �� �������
 ��� ��� �� ������
� ���� ��� � ������

Table ����� Problem set four without early branching�

Problem CPU Time Iterations Subproblems Objective
� ���� ���� �� �������
� ���� ��� � �������
 ���� ��� �� ������
� ��� ��� � ������

Table ���� Problem set four without warm start�
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Problem CPU Time Iterations Subproblems Objective
� ��� �� � ������
� ����� ���� ��� ������

Table ����� OSL results for problem set �ve�

Problem CPU Time Iterations Subproblems Objective
� ���� ��� �� ������
� ������ ����� ��� ������

Table ����� Branch and bound results for problem set �ve�

Problem CPU Time Iterations Subproblems Objective
� ���� �� �� ������
� ����� ����� ��� ������

Table ����� Problem set �ve without early branching�

Problem CPU Time Iterations Subproblems Objective
� ���� �� �� ������
� ����� ���� ���� ������

Table ����� Problem set �ve without warm start�
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Problem CPU Time Iterations Subproblems Objective
� ���� ���� ���� ���������
� ����� ���� �� ��������
�� ��� ���� ��� ��������

Table ����� OSL results for problem sets eight through ten�

Problem CPU Time Iterations Subproblems Objective
� ������ ����� ���� ���������
� ����� ���� �� ��������
�� ����� ���� ��� ��������

Table ����� Branch and bound results for problem sets eight through

ten�

Problem CPU Time Iterations Subproblems Objective
� ����� ������ ���� ���������
� ����� ���� �� ��������
�� ������ ��� ��� ��������

Table ����� Problem set eight through ten without early branching�

Problem CPU Time Iterations Subproblems Objective
� ���� ������ ����� ���������
� ���� ��� �� ��������
�� ������ ����� ���� ��������

Table ����� Problems eight through ten without warm start�
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Problem CPU Time Iterations Best Lower Bound Optimal Value
� ���� ��� ����� ����
� ��� ���� ����� �����
 ���� ��� ����� ����
� ��� ���� ���� ����
� �� ���� ���� ����

Table ����� OSL results for problem set six�

Problem CPU Time Iterations Best Lower Bound Optimal Value
� ����� �� ����� ����
� ���� �� ����� �����
 ���� �� ����� ����
� ���� ��� ��� ����
� ����� ��� ���� ����

Table ���� Branch and bound results for problem set six�

Problem CPU Time Iterations Best Lower Bound Optimal Value
� ����� ���� ����� �����
� ����� �� ����� �����
 ����� ���� ���� ����
� ����� ���� ����� �����
� ����� ���� ����� �����

Table ����� OSL results for problem set seven�

Problem CPU Time Iterations Best Lower Bound Optimal Value
� ����� �� ����� �����
� ����� � ���� �����
 ����� �� ���� ����
� ����� �� ����� �����
� ����� � ����� �����

Table ����� Branch and bound results for problem set seven�
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Problem CPU Time Iterations Best Lower Bound Optimal
� ����� � ����� �����
� ����� �� ����� �����
 ����� � ����� ���
� ���� ��� ����� �����
� ����� ��� ���� ����

Table ����� Branch and bound results for perturbed problem set six�

Problem CPU Time Iterations Best Lower Bound Optimal
� ���� ���� ���� �����
� ���� ��� ����� �����
 ���� ���� ����� ���
� ���� ���� ����� �����
� ���� ��� ���� ����

Table ����� OSL results for perturbed problem set six�



CHAPTER �

Solving Mixed Integer Nonlinear Programming Problems

In this chapter� we consider zero�one mixed integer nonlinear programming problems

of the form�

	MINLP 
 min f	x�y


subject to g	x�y
 � �

x � f�� �gm

y � u

y � l

Here x is a vector of m zero�one variables� y is a vector of n continuous variables�

and u and l are vectors of upper and lower bounds for the continuous variables y�

The objective function f and the constraint functions g are assumed to be convex�

In this chapter� we describe a branch and bound algorithm which uses the

sequential quadratic programming method to solve the subproblems� and which uses

heuristics to determine when to split a subproblem into two new subproblems� In

section ���� we describe our approach to solving the NLP subproblems� Heuristics

for detecting fractional zero�one variables are discussed in section ���� A lower

bounding procedure based on Lagrangean duality is discussed in section ��� In

section ��� we present our branch and bound algorithm� Computational results are

given in section ����

��



��

��� Solving the Subproblems

At each stage of the branch and bound algorithm� we must solve a nonlinear

programming problem of the form�

	NLP 
 min f	x�y


subject to g	x�y
 � �

x � e

x � �

y � u

y � l

where some of the zero�one variables in x may have been �xed at zero or one� Since

this is a convex problem� we know that if it is feasible� any local minimum is also a

global minimum� Furthermore� the Lagrangean for this problem is de�ned as�

L	x�y� �
 � f	x�y
 � �Tg	x�y


where x and y are still subject to upper and lower bounds� and the Lagrange mul�

tipliers � are restricted to nonnegative values� Since the problem is convex� the

Lagrangean has a stationary point at x��y�� ��� where x��y� is an optimal solution

to 	NLP
� and �� is a set of optimal Lagrange multipliers� and �i is non�zero only

if g	x��y�
i � ��

The method of sequential quadratic programming� described in ���� �� at�

tempts to �nd this stationary point and solve 	NLP
 by solving a sequence of

quadratic programs with linear constraints� These quadratic subproblems are of

the form�

	QP 
 min rfTp� �

�
pT 	W 
p

subject to Ap � �c

Here W is the Hessian of the Lagrangean with respect to the variables x and y� the

rows of A are the gradients of the active constraints� and c is the vector of values

of the active constraints�



�

It can be shown that an optimal solution to 	QP
 gives a direction p which

is identical to the direction 	in the x and y variables
 given by Newton�s method

applied to the problem of �nding a stationary point of the Lagrangean� Further�

more� the Lagrange multipliers for 	QP
 are the Lagrange multipliers that would

be obtained by an iteration of Newton�s method applied to the problem of �nding

a stationary point of the Lagrangean� Thus one iteration of the SQP method is

equivalent to an iteration of Newton�s method searching for the stationary point of

the Lagrangean�

Our code uses a routine called E��VCF from the NAG library ���� to solve

	NLP
� This routine uses a version of the SQP method in which the solution to

	QP
 is used as a search direction� The routine picks a step size that minimizes an

augmented Lagrangean �merit function��

The E��VCF routine calls user supplied subroutines that compute the objec�

tive function� constraint functions� and their gradients� The E��VCF subroutine

will execute until it reaches a limit on the number of iterations� it �nds an optimal

solution� or it encounters an error condition� If the routine has reached the limit on

iterations� the user can restart the routine from where it left o��

��� Heuristics for Detecting Fractional Solutions

Since the sequential quadratic programming algorithm generates estimates of

the variables x� we can examine them after each iteration to see if a variable is

converging to a fractional value� This leads to heuristics for determining early in

the solution of the subproblem that the optimal solution will have fractional zero�

one variables�

Our experimental code examines the values of the zero�one variables after

every second iteration of the sequential quadratic programming algorithm� 	The

E��VCF routine won�t stop after just one iteration� It must run for at least two



��

iterations at a time�
 If the current solution is not feasible with respect to both

the linear and non�linear constraints� then no determination is made� If the current

solution is feasible� the value of xi is between ����� and ������ the di�erence between

the previous value of xi and the new value of xi is less than a small tolerance 	� and

the new value of xi is closer to the old value of xi than it is to either � or �� then

the code declares xi fractional� The current version of the code uses a tolerance of

���� which was chosen after experimenting with several di�erent values of 	�

The experimental code uses a very simple rule for selecting the branching

variable� Of the variables which are considered fractional� the experimental code

chooses the most fractional variable 	that is� the variable which has value closest to

���
 to branch on� In choosing the next subproblem to work on� the experimental

code picks the subproblem with the smallest estimated optimal value� This estimate

is simply the objective value of the parent subproblem if it was solved to optimality�

or the objective value at the last iteration if the parent subproblem was not solved

to optimality�

��� Generating Lower Bounds

In the branch and bound algorithm� when an early decision to break the current

subproblem into two new subproblems is made� a lower bound on the values of the

two new subproblems is required� This bound can be used later to fathom the

subproblems if a better integer solution is found�

Given a set of Lagrange multipliers �� we can use Lagrangian duality to �nd

a lower bound for the optimal value of the current subproblem� This lower bound



��

is given by solving the nonlinear programming problem�

	DUAL
 min f	x�y
 � �Tg	x�y


subject to x � e

x � �

y � u

y � l

where again� some of the zero�one variables may be �xed at zero or one�

This is a nonlinear programming problem with simple bound constraints that

can easily be solved by a quasi�Newton method� Furthermore� if the multipliers

� are close to optimality� the minimum value of 	DUAL
 should be close to the

optimal value of 	NLP
� However� this lower bounding procedure is likely to fail to

give an improved lower bound if the Lagrange multipliers are not well chosen� For

this reason� our algorithm doesn�t attempt to use this lower bounding procedure

until the Lagrange multipliers have had time to converge to their optimal values� If

the lower bounding scheme fails� our algorithm will continue to work on the current

subproblem until lower bounding succeeds or until an optimal solution has been

found�

Our experimental code uses the NAG routine E��KBF to solve 	DUAL
� The

initial guess is simply the current estimated solution x and y to the current sub�

problem� The Lagrangean function and its gradient are calculated automatically

from the user supplied objective and constraint functions�

��� The Branch and Bound Algorithm

A  owchart of our branch and bound algorithm for solving mixed integer

nonlinear programs is given in �gure ���� This algorithm is identical in structure to

the algorithms described in Chapter � and Chapter � However� there are several

signi�cant di�erences in the details of the algorithm�
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Figure ���� The branch and bound algorithm for MINLP�
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In step two� we use a depth �rst strategy to choose the next subproblem until

an integer solution has been found� From then on� we pick the subproblem with

the smallest estimated lower bound� These estimates are based on the best known

solution to the parent subproblem�

In step three� the algorithm performs S steps of the SQP algorithm� S is a

parameter that can be adjusted� If we set S to a very large value� then the algorithm

will solve each subproblem to optimality within S steps or detect infeasibility� but

it will never use the heuristics to detect a fractional variable� This is a conventional

branch and bound algorithm for 	MINLP
� If S is set to a smaller value� the heuristics

will come into play� Because of a restriction in the E��VCF subroutine� we were

only able to use values of S that were greater than one� Our experimental code uses

the smallest possible value S � ��

In step four of our algorithm� we have to determine whether the current sub�

problem is infeasible� The E��VCF routine will automatically detect infeasibility

with respect to the linear constraints� However� if a subproblem is infeasible with

respect to one or more of its nonlinear constraints� the E��VCF routine does not

automatically detect the condition� Instead� the routine will return with an indica�

tion that it stopped after it could not �nd an improved point� This could be because

the problem was infeasible� or it could be that the SQP routine was simply having

trouble �nding a feasible point� In this situation� we examine the current solution�

If the current solution is close to feasibility 	within ���
� then we restart the SQP

algorithm in hopes of eventually �nding a feasible solution� If the SQP algorithm

fails a second time� we declare the subproblem infeasible�

Our lower bounding procedure is computationally expensive� and since it is

usually not e�ective until the current solution is close to optimality� we do not

perform the lower bounding procedure in step four�
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In step six� we must �rst check that the current solution is feasible� If the

current solution is within �� of feasibility with respect to each of the linear and

non�linear constraints� then we assume that the current subproblem is feasible� We

can then check the values of the xi to determine whether any variables are converging

to fractional values�

Once we have decided to branch in step seven� it is important to get good

lower bounds for the two new subproblems� We may already have a lower bound for

the optimal objective value of the current subproblem� If the objective value of the

current solution is within �� of the current lower bound� then there is little point

in trying to compute a better lower bound� In this case� the two new subproblems

simply inherit the lower bound from the parent subproblem� If no lower bound for

the current subproblem is available or the lower bound is not good enough� then

we must use the procedure of section �� to compute a lower bound for the current

subproblem� This lower bound is then inherited by the two new subproblems�

As with the algorithms for mixed integer linear programming� this algorithm

could err in considering a variable fractional when it is not� It could also make

the mistake of declaring a subproblem feasible and a variable fractional when in

fact the subproblem is infeasible� However� this process is limited by the �nite size

of the tree� Eventually� all of the integer variables would be �xed at zero or one�

and the SQP method would correctly determine the feasibility or infeasibility of the

subproblem� In practice� we have not had any signi�cant problems with these early

branching heuristics�

The experimental code makes use of three user supplied subroutines� The �rst

routine� SETUPP� is used to initialize the continuous relaxation of the problem�

SETUPP returns the total number of variables� number of integer variables� a ma�

trix for any linear constraints� and feasibility tolerances for the linear and nonlinear

constraints� A second routine� OBJFUN� calculates the objective function and its
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gradient� The third routine� CONFUN� calculates the non�linear constraint func�

tions and their gradients� These routines are then linked with the experimental code

to create a program for solving the actual problem�

��� Computational Results

We tested the experimental code on a number of problems taken from the

literature� Sample problems one through four were taken from a paper by Duran

and Grossman ����� The �rst three of these problems come from the chemical

engineering problem of designing a chemical processing system� The fourth problem

comes from the area of product marketing ����� The third and fourth problems also

appear in ����� Our �fth sample problem is example problem �ve from a paper by

Floudas� Aggarwal� and Ciric ����� 	Other problems in this paper were non�convex�


Our sixth sample problem is example four from a paper by Kocis and Grossman

����� This problem is a convex version of a chemical process design problem that

was non�convex in its original formulation� The seventh problem is a topological

network design problem which is described in detail in Appendix B� A summary of

the problems is presented in Table ����

Problem Zero�One Continuous Linear Nonlinear
Variables Variables Constraints Constraints

�   � �
� � � �� 
 � � �� �
� �� � � ��
� �  � �
� �� �� �� �
� �� ��� �� �

Table ���� Characteristics of the sample problems�
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Two versions of the experimental code were developed� In the �rst version�

the heuristics and lower bounding procedure are used after every other iteration of

the SQP method� In the second version� the heuristics are not used� These codes

were run under AIX on an IBM �������S� The total number of SQP iterations�

total number of subproblems solved� and CPU times were recorded for each code on

each problem� The CPU times were measured with the CPUTIME subroutine of the

Fortran run�time library� Unfortunately� our experience has been that these CPU

times are only accurate to about ��� since repeated runs of the code show slight but

consistent variations in the CPU time� This could be caused by an inaccuracy in

the timing routines or by cache e�ects� These computational results are presented

in Tables ��� and ���

Problem SQP Subproblems CPU Time Optimal
Iterations Solved 	Seconds
 Value

� �� � ��� �������
� �� � �� ����
 �� �� ��� �������
� ��� �� ���� �������
� �� � ��� �������
� �� �� ��� ������
� ���� ��� ���� �������

Table ���� Computational results for the code without heuristics�

Note that the optimal objective values are given to six signi�cant digits� The

tolerances in E��VCF were set so that no constraint would be violated by more

than ��� � ���� and so that the relative error in the optimal objective function

would be smaller than ��� � ����� Except for problem four� the optimal objective

values found by the two experimental codes are identical to six signi�cant digits� In

problem four� the di�erence is in the sixth digit� In several cases� there are slight

di�erences between the two codes in how many subproblems were solved� This
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Problem SQP Subproblems CPU Time Optimal
Iterations Solved 	Seconds
 Value

� �� � ��� �������
� � � �� ����
 �� �� ��� �������
� ��� �� ���� �������
� �� � ��� �������
� �� �� ��� ������
� ��� �� ���� �������

Table ���� Computational results for the code with heuristics�

can be explained by slightly di�erent choices of the branching variables that were

sometimes made by the two codes�

The code with heuristics worked about as well as the code without heuristics

on the smaller problems� This is not surprising� since on these problems� the SQP

method needed an average of  to � iterations to solve a subproblem� and there was

little opportunity for the heuristics to come into play� On the more di�cult problems

� and �� the SQP algorithm required more iterations to solve each subproblem�

and the heuristics could be used successfully� For example� on problem �� the code

without heuristics used an average of �� iterations on each subproblem that it solved�

while the code with heuristics used an average of only �� iterations per subproblem�

The paper by Paules and Floudas ���� includes computational results for prob�

lems three and four which can be compared to our results� These problems were

solved by both generalized Bender�s decomposition 	GBD
 and an outer approxi�

mation algorithm on an IBM���� computer similar to the computer used in our

study� The optimal objective values and solutions reported by our codes agree with

the solutions reported by Paules and Floudas with some di�erences in the �fth digit�

However� Paules and Floudas only report their results to �ve digits� and it is not

clear what tolerances were used in their code� On problem three� GBD required
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���� CPU seconds while the outer approximation algorithm required ���� CPU

seconds� In contrast� our branch and bound codes needed only about � CPU second

to solve the problem� On problem four� GBD required over ��� CPU seconds to

solve the problem� The outer approximation algorithm required between ����� and

���� CPU seconds depending on the starting point� Both of our codes solved the

problem in about �� CPU seconds�



CHAPTER �

Discussion and Conclusions

In this chapter� we assess the results of the computational experiments described in

Chapters �� � and �� The questions to be answered include�


 Is early branching e�ective in reducing the number of iterations per subprob�

lem in the algorithms for mixed integer programs$


 Does early branching lead to an increase in the number of subproblems solved

in these algorithms$


 How e�ective is �xed order branching in a branch and bound algorithm for

mixed integer linear programs$


 Can branch and bound codes for mixed integer linear programming based on

an interior point method compete with similar codes based on the simplex

method$


 Is early branching worthwhile in the branch and bound code for mixed integer

nonlinear programs$

We will also discuss directions for future research and ways in which the performance

of the experimental codes could be improved�

The computational results in Chapters � and  clearly show that early branch�

ing substantially reduces the number of iterations per subproblem in the experi�

mental branch and bound codes for mixed integer linear programs� Without early

branching� a branch and bound code based on an interior point method for linear

programming probably would not be competitive with a simplex based code� The

computational results in Chapter � are less convincing� On most of the sample

��



���

problems� the average number of iterations per subproblem was very small 	less

than �ve
� The early branching heuristics had little opportunity to detect fractional

variables as the code solved these subproblems� On problems six and seven� the

average number of iterations per subproblem was higher� and the early branching

heuristics were able to function� However� the early branching heuristics were only

able to reduce the number of iterations per subproblem by about ��� on these

problems� Thus the early branching heuristics were not as e�ective in the code for

mixed integer nonlinear programming problems as they were in the codes for linear

problems�

The computational results in Chapters � and  show that early branching

does not generally lead to an increase in the number of subproblems solved by the

experimental branch and bound codes for mixed integer linear programs� In many

cases� the experimental branch and bound code with early branching solved fewer

subproblems than the experimental code without early branching� However� the

poor performance of the experimental code on the problems in problem set �ve is a

cause for concern� Furthermore� OSL consistently solved fewer subproblems than the

experimental branch and bound codes� Improvements in the heuristics for detecting

fractional zero�one variables� the heuristics for choosing branching variables� and

the implementation of implicit enumeration techniques could alleviate this problem�

The computational results in Chapter � also show that early branching does not

lead to an increase in the number of subproblems solved by the branch and bound

code for mixed integer nonlinear programming problems�

The computational results for the �xed order branch and bound code in Chap�

ter � show that on our capacitated facility location problems� the �xed order branch�

ing strategy did reduce the number of subproblems solved and the total CPU time

used by the experimental branch and bound code� However� the �xed order branch

and bound code was never more than ��� faster than the branch and bound code
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with conventional branching� Furthermore� the �xed order branching code used far

more virtual storage than the conventional branch and bound code� Thus �xed

order branching was not judged to be very successful in our computational testing�

The computational results in Chapters � and  show that our experimental

branch and bound codes for mixed integer linear programs are quite capable of

solving large zero�one mixed integer linear programs� The optimal solutions found

by our codes consistently match the solutions found by OSL� However� our codes

were not as fast as OSL in solving these problems� On problem sets one� two� and

three� where our interior point codes could solve the LP relaxations in roughly the

same time it took OSL�s simplex method to solve the linear programs� and where

the number of subproblems solved by the experimental branch and bound codes was

similar to the number of subproblems solved by EKKMSLV� our branch and bound

codes were competitive with OSL�s branch and bound code� On the other problem

sets� where our interior point codes could not solve the linear programs as quickly�

or where EKKMSLV solved fewer subproblems than the experimental branch and

bound codes� OSL�s branch and bound code was clearly superior� Our experimental

branch and bound code was about three times slower than OSL on the problems

in sets six and seven� However� OSL�s primal�dual predictor�corrector code solves

the LP relaxations of these problems about three times faster than our primal�dual

code� Thus it seems likely that with a better implementation of the primal�dual

method� our experimental branch and bound code could compete with OSL on the

problems in problem sets six and seven�

It seems that with substantial improvements in the implementation of the

primal�dual method� improvements in the heuristics for detecting fractional vari�

ables� and the implementation of implicit enumeration techniques� the experimental

branch and bound code could be improved to the point that it would compete with
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OSL� However� such a code would only be competitive on problems where the inte�

rior point method was faster than the simplex method at solving the LP relaxations�

Such problems would be relatively large� since the simplex method is dominant for

smaller problems�

The computational results in Chapter � show that on some problems� early

branching can reduce the number of SQP iterations per subproblem without in�

creasing the total number of subproblems solved� However� this only happened in

two of the seven test problems� and the number of iterations per subproblem was

only reduced by about ���� This gives us some reason to hope that early branching

might be e�ective in larger problems� Further computational testing is needed to

determine whether early branching is generally e�ective�

There are several areas in which our research can be extended�


 Which interior point method works best in a branch and bound code for MILP

problems$


 Can we �nd a better warm start procedure for any of the interior point meth�

ods$


 Can we improve on the heuristics used to detect fractional zero�one variables$


 The experimental branch and bound code for nonlinear problems should be

tested on larger sample problems�


 What other methods for solving the NLP subproblems can be used$ This

could e�ect the e�ciency of the heuristics for early detection of fractional

variables�

The major contribution of this thesis is the early branching idea� The com�

putational results in Chapters �� � and � provide evidence for the e�ectiveness of

early branching� A second contribution of this thesis is the computational testing of



���

interior point methods in a branch and bound algorithm for zero�one mixed integer

linear programming problems� Although the experimental branch and bound code

was not competitive with OSL� there is substantial room for improvement in the

performance of the experimental code�
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APPENDIX A

Benchmarks for the Primal	Dual Code

In this appendix� we describe a number of benchmarks which show the relative per�

formance of our dual�a�ne interior point code� our primal�dual interior point code�

the primal�dual interior point code in IBM�s Optimization Subroutine Library� and

the simplex code in OSL� The articles by Forrest and Tomlin provide descriptions of

the OSL implementations of the simplex method and the primal�dual interior point

method ���� ����

For the problems in problem sets one through three� we used the version of

our experimental primal�dual code that uses the YSMP routines� For the problems

in problem sets four through seven� we used a version of the primal�dual code that

uses the ESSL subroutines� We have found that the ESSL routines have better

performance than the YSMP routines on relatively dense problems� For the prob�

lems in sets eight through ten� which are relatively sparse� we again used the YSMP

routines�

The OSL codes and the experimental primal�dual code were tested on the LP

relaxations of the test problems in problem sets one through ten� The dual�a�ne

code was tested on the problems in problem sets one through four� The results are

presented in tables A�� through A��� For each run� we give the number of iterations�

CPU time� and the optimal objective value� Figure A�� summarizes these results�

For the OSL simplex runs� the routine EKKSSLV was used� DEVEX pricing

was turned o�� because this gave faster solutions� It should be noted that the CPU

time and number of simplex iterations needed to solve the linear programming prob�

lems was often di�erent from the time used by the EKKMSLV routine to solve the

initial LP relaxation in the branch and bound tree� For example� EKKSSLV required

���� iterations and ����� CPU seconds to solve the LP relaxation of problem ����

���



���

However� EKKMSLV was able to solve the LP relaxation and �� other subproblems

in ���� iterations and ����� CPU seconds� This might be caused by the supernode

processing feature of EKKMSLV 	which uses implicit enumeration techniques to

�x zero�one variables at zero or one�
 Another factor might be di�erences in the

simplex algorithm used by EKKMSLV�

The OSL codes both gave optimal values to seven digits� The experimental

primal�dual code was also designed to give optimal values to seven digits� while the

experimental dual�a�ne code was designed to give optimal values to roughly six

digits� In most cases� the experimental primal�dual code and the two OSL codes

agree on the optimal objective value� In the few cases where there are discrepan�

cies� the di�erences are in the seventh digit� The experimental dual�a�ne code is

somewhat less accurate� but most of the dual�a�ne results are good to six digits�

The OSL simplex code is faster than either of the primal�dual codes on prob�

lem sets one� two� four� �ve� and eight� However� the simplex code is much slower

than the primal�dual codes on problem sets six and seven� The simplex code used a

very large number of iterations on these problems� so it appears that the problems

were degenerate�

Of the two primal�dual codes� the OSL code is generally faster than the ex�

perimental primal�dual code� This is particularly evident in problem sets six and

seven� where the OSL code is approximately three times as fast as the experimental

primal�dual code� The OSL primal�dual code is also about twice as fast as the

experimental primal�dual code on problems eight and ten� The OSL primal�dual

code makes use of a predictor�corrector scheme which has been shown to reduce

the number of primal�dual iterations ���� ���� On the problems in problem sets one

through seven� OSL�s predictor�corrector method used ������ fewer iterations than

our code� The remaining di�erence in performance can be be attributed to better

sparse matrix linear algebra routines in the OSL code�



���

An important factor in the performance of the sparse matrix linear algebra

code is the structure of the matrix A&AT � Figures A�� through A��� show the

pattern of non�zero elements in the matrices for three of the sample problems� For

each problem� we show the matrix before minimum degree ordering� after mini�

mum degree ordering� and after Cholesky factorization� In problem ���� the matrix

A&AT is quite sparse� and there is very little �ll�in after minimum degree ordering

and Cholesky factorization� In problem ���� the matrix is much more dense� but

minimum degree ordering is still e�ective in reducing the �ll�in during factorization�

However� in problem ���� the original matrix A&AT is quite dense� and even with

minimum degree ordering� the �ll�in is nearly complete after Cholesky factorization�

For problems such as ���� where the matrix is nearly completely dense� it makes

more sense to use dense matrix techniques� especially for the lower right hand corner

of the matrix� OSL�s primal�dual implementation automatically switches over to a

dense matrix factorization routine when the density of the matrix exceeds ���� The

ESSL and YSMP routines continue to use algorithms for sparse matrices even on

very dense matrices� and as a result� performance su�ers�
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Figure A��� LP results for problem sets one through ten�
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Figure A��� Problem ��� before minimum degree ordering�

Figure A��� Problem ��� after minimum degree ordering�
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Figure A��� The Cholesky factors for problem ����

Figure A��� Problem ��� before minimum degree ordering�
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Figure A��� Problem ��� after minimum degree ordering�

Figure A��� The Cholesky factors for problem ����
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Figure A�� Problem ��� before ordering�

Figure A��� Problem ��� after minimum degree ordering�
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Figure A���� The Cholesky factors for problem ����
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Problem Iterations CPU time Objective
��� ��� �� �������
��� ��� ��� ��������
�� ��� ��� �������
��� ��� ��� ��������
��� �� ��� ��������
��� ��� ��� ��������
��� ��� �� ��������
�� ��� ��� �������
��� ���� ��� ��������
��� ��� ��� �������
�� ���� ��� ��������
�� ���� ��� ��������
� ���� ��� ��������
�� ��� ��� ��������
�� ���� ��� �������
��� ��� ��� �������
��� ��� ��� �������
�� ��� ��� �������
��� �� ��� �������
��� ��� ��� ������
��� ��� ��� ������
��� ���� ���� �������
��� ���� ���� ��������
�� ���� ��� ��������
��� ��� ���� ������
��� ��� ���� �������
��� ���� ����� �������
��� ��� ����� ��������
�� ���� ���� �������
��� ���� ����� ������
��� ���� ����� �������
� ��� ���� ��������
� ���� ���� ��������
�� ���� ���� ��������

Table A��� OSL simplex solutions of the LP relaxations�
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Problem Iterations CPU time Objective
��� �� ��� �������
��� �� ��� ��������
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�� �� ��� ��������
��� �� �� ������
��� �� ��� �������
��� �� ���� �������
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�� �� ���� �������
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��� �� ���� �������
� �� ��� ��������
� �� ���� ��������
�� �� ��� ��������

Table A��� OSL primal�dual solutions of the LP relaxations�
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Problem Iterations CPU time Objective
��� �� �� �������
��� �� ��� ��������
�� �� ��� ��������
��� �� ��� ��������
��� �� ��� ��������
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Table A��� Experimental primal�dual solutions of the LP relaxations�
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Table A��� Experimental dual	a
ne solutions of the LP relaxations�



APPENDIX B

A Small Network Design Problem

The seventh example problem in chapter � is a small network design problem for a

data communications network involving �ve cities 	New York� Los Angeles� Chicago�

Philadelphia� and Houston�
 The distances between these cities and the populations

of the cities were obtained from the ���� World Almanac and Book of Facts �����

The total  ow between pairs of cities was made proportional to the product of the

populations� These  ows are given in Table �� The cost of a link between two cities

was made equal to the distance between the two cities in miles� These distances are

given in Table ��

City New York Los Angeles Chicago Houston Philadelphia
New York � ����� ����� ���� �����

Los Angeles ����� � ����� ����� ����
Chicago ����� ����� � ���� �����
Houston ���� ����� ���� � �����

Philadelphia ����� ���� ����� ����� �

Table B��� Flows between cities�

City New York Los Angeles Chicago Houston Philadelphia
New York � ���� ��� ���� ���

Los Angeles ���� � ���� ��� ����
Chicago ��� ���� � ���� ��
Houston ���� ��� ���� � ����

Philadelphia ��� ���� �� ���� �

Table B��� Distances between cities�

The problem is to choose a set of links between cities and a routing of the

data such that the total queueing delay is minimized subject to a budget constraint�

���



���

Problems of this type are discussed in ��� ��� ��� To formulate this problem� we

number the nodes from � to �� and Let xij be � if the arc 	i�j
 is in the network and

� if the arc is not in the network� We�ll assume that the communications links are

bidirectional� so we will always have xij � xji� Let fij be the  ow between nodes i

and j� Let f sij be the  ow on arc 	i�j
 of data destined for node s�

Each link will have a nominal capacity of ��� in each direction� However� since

the queueing delay would be in�nite if the  ow was at full capacity� we�ll introduce

a capacity constraint of ���� This can be written as�

nX
s��

f sij � ���xij

There are �� of these constraints� with one for each direction on each link�

Let F s
i be the total  ow of data from node i to node s for i �� s� The network

 ow constraint at node i for data destined for node s can be written as�

X

arcs 	i�j


f sij �
X

arcs 	j�i


f sji � F s
i

For our �ve city problem� there are �� such constraints�

Finally� we have a budget constraint�

X
i�j

cijxij � ����

Here cij is the mileage between cities i and j� This constraint limits the network to

a total of ���� miles of links� 	Without it� the optimal solution would involve every

possible link�


The objective is to minimize the total queueing delay in the network� This

delay can be approximated by the sum over all arcs of the queueing delay on an

individual arc� which is given by D	fij
 � fij�	� � fij
� where fij �
Pn

s�� f
s
ij is the

total  ow on arc 	i� j
� and � is the normalized capacity of the link� Unfortunately�

this function has a singularity which could cause numerical problems� To avoid this�



��

we use the function�

D	fij
 �

��
��
fij�	�� fij
 if fij � ���

� � ���	fij � ���
 � ����	fij � ���
� Otherwise

This alternative function matches the original function for all feasible  ows 	where

fij � ���
� and is continuous and twice di�erentiable for all values of fij �

Thus the problem can be written as�

	NET 
 min
P
arcs 	i�j
D	fij 


subject to
Pn

s�� f
s
ij � ���xij for all arcs 	i�j


P
arcs 	i�j
 f

s
ij �

P
arcs 	j�i
 f

s
ji � F s

i for all i �� s

P
i�j cijxij � ����

f sij � � for all i� j� s

xij � xji for all i �� j

xij � f�� �g for all i �� j

In this form� the problem has �� zero�one variables� ��� continuous variables� ��

linear constraints� and a nonlinear objective function� The optimal solution has a

total queueing delay of �������� It uses links between New York and all four of the

other cities� a link between Houston and Chicago� and a link between Houston and

Los Angeles� This solution uses ���� miles of the ���� mile budget�


